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Los Angeles thug
attribution: Getty Images
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Don’t be fooled, America. Everyone loves the racist, bigoted, misogynistic popular vote
loser, and if anyone tries to convince you otherwise, just remember that those massive
protests across the country that you’ve been seeing on your TV—fake news!—are just a
bunch of:

Professional anarchists, thugs and paid protesters
are proving the point of the millions of people who
voted to MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) February 3,
2017 (https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status
/827483841589891073)
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South Carolina anarchist (and obviously a thug supporter)
attribution: Getty Images

Los Angeles anarchist holding a thug
attribution: Getty Images

Paid protesters in Utah with their paid for, thuggish signs
attribution: Getty Images

Clearly hiding their thuggish faces to avoid authorities ...
attribution: Getty Images
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Add them all up and you get this:

You’ve been warned. Donald.

Thug jumping on anarchist while paid protester looks on
attribution: Getty Images

Thug in a chokehold 
attribution: Getty Images

attribution: Getty Images
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(/user/Barbara Morrill)
Barbara Morrill (/user/Barbara Morrill) Feb 03 · 09:40:18 AM (/comments/1629522/65393602#comment_65393602)

Tip Jar

293 Recommend

(/user/Snud)
Snud (/user/Snud) Feb 03 · 09:43:07 AM (/comments/1629522/65393644#comment_65393644)

Recommended 101 times

Paid…?  

Like the cheering section at his announcement to run for POTUS.

(/user/brooklyns finest)

[new]


brooklyns finest (/user/brooklyns finest) Snud

Feb 03 · 10:17:18 AM (/comments/1629522/65394217#comment_65394217)

Recommended 59 times

Thanks to Extra Mile Casting. Yes, they're a real extras-casting agency. Yes, they were the
kind of joint to pull this shit when no-one reputable would. Yes, no-one should ever hire
them again.



(/user/dbcoe)

[new]


dbcoe (/user/dbcoe) brooklyns finest

Feb 03 · 08:14:30 PM (/comments/1629522/65401199#comment_65401199)

Recommended 34 times

And, of course, his hand-picked cheering squad providing trump with standing
ovations while he utterly desecrated the CIA Memorial Wall
(http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/2214972-the-cia-memorial-
wall-honoring-american-patriots/).

Classy . . .



(/user/brooklyns finest)

[new]


brooklyns finest (/user/brooklyns fine dbcoe

Feb 03 · 10:03:49 PM (/comments/1629522/65401949#comment_65401949)

Recommended 7 times

Do we have any photo’s of said cheering squad? I’d really love to see
who they are — are they staffers, extras, stormtroopers?

... 

(/user/Mopshell)

[new]


Mopshell (/user/Mopshell) brooklyns finest

Feb 03 · 10:09:36 PM (/comments/1629522/65401974#comment_65401974)

Recommended 12 times

Leftover campaign staff I think. 



(/user/dbcoe)

[new]


dbcoe (/user/dbcoe) Mopshell

Feb 03 · 10:44:54 PM (/comments/1629522

/65402124#comment_65402124)

Camera operators who swivel their lense and capture
anything other than trump risk banishment from
future photo ops.
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Recommended 16 times

Such images lieky exist, but the active repression of
truth and ongoing destruction of promising
Journalistic Careers lie in the balance.

The choices become stark: Keep your job or starve
your family. A truly horrid faustian bargain.

(/user/dbcoe)

[new]


dbcoe (/user/dbcoe) dbcoe

Feb 03 · 10:45:25 PM (/comments/1629522

/65402126#comment_65402126)

Recommended 3 times

* lieky = likely



(/user/dojacwel62)

[new]


dojacwel62 (/user/d dbcoe

Feb 04 · 11:30:57 AM (/comments/1629522

/65406133#comment_65406133)

Recommended 8 times

Well all cameras should be removed from his
photo ops along with microphones and
people.  Leave him standing there with
empty chairs.

... 

(/user/Baileywick)

[new]


Baileywick (/user/Ba dbcoe

Feb 04 · 08:39:36 PM (/comments/1629522

/65411199#comment_65411199)

0 Recommend

It's more of a “do your job and starve your
family” kind of thing, with these creeps.

If you do your job you’re fired.

... 



(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/ Mopshell

Feb 04 · 05:15:36 AM (/comments/1629522

/65402922#comment_65402922)

Recommended 10 times

and, a cast of tens,…..brought to you by Trump
Productions LLC   big ratings, trust me, big surprise,
the best alternate reality money can buy. bigly. 

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Mopshell

Feb 04 · 12:42:18 PM (/comments/1629522

/65406883#comment_65406883)

2 Recommend

No, those guys would already know that they’ll never
be paid.





(/user/Mopshell)

[new]


Mopshell (/user/Mo Mustang3

Feb 04 · 03:14:58 PM (/comments/1629522

/65408310#comment_65408310)

4 Recommend

These are republicans who still believe in an
ACA replacement plan after 7 years of no
replacement plan so they probably still
believe someone will pay
them… eventually… if they keep believing
hard enough...

... 



(/user/dbcoe)

[new]


dbcoe (/user/dbcoe) brooklyns finest

Feb 03 · 11:03:27 PM (/comments/1629522/65402177#comment_65402177)
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Recommended 31 times

I was able to find a wider view of his CIA speech. There were
dozens of people standing in the Memorial Wall’s room. I recall
reports that there was a mix of CIA staff and trump
campaign workers (http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017
/01/donald-trump-cia-speech).

“Standing” is the operative word to keep in mind since trump
consistently called any clapping, cheering or appreciative
expressions to be proof of a “Standing Ovation”.

There are no chairs, benches or seating areas in the Memorial
Wall’s room. It is a sacred space for honor and deep
contemplation. So any talk of a “Standing Ovation” represents
the purest form of state-sponsored propaganda
and narcissistic Bulls#it.

Standing Room Only.  By design.

(/user/satin8876)

[new]


satin8876 (/user/satin8876) brooklyns finest

Feb 04 · 11:16:04 AM (/comments/1629522/65405979#comment_65405979)

Recommended 6 times

Paid thugs and anarchists.



(/user/bumpa)

[new]


bumpa (/user/bumpa) brooklyns finest

Feb 04 · 08:26:58 PM (/comments/1629522/65411121#comment_65411121)

0 Recommend

As I’ve heard, they were hired from an actor’s agency that
specializes in suppling extras for movies, TV crowed scenes.
There was a segment on radio some days ago about it, I don’t
remember exactly but I think it may have been on Democracy
Now, or NPR.  You might check archives.





(/user/Aquest)

[new]


Aquest (/user/Aquest) dbcoe

Feb 04 · 11:00:41 AM (/comments/1629522/65405782#comment_65405782)

Recommended 7 times

From what I’ve read, the audience was CIA employees.  In addition,
there supposedly weren’t any chairs, so the 200 employees were always
standing.



(/user/mpstebe)

[new]


mpstebe (/user/mpstebe) dbcoe

Feb 04 · 04:33:56 PM (/comments/1629522/65409108#comment_65409108)

3 Recommend

Actually, I believe it was reported that nobody was allowed to sit, so
instant "standing” ovation.





(/user/ray4ausa)

[new]


ray4ausa (/user/ray4ausa) brooklyns finest

Feb 04 · 12:39:49 PM (/comments/1629522/65406852#comment_65406852)

I am sure you know about paying “extras “, after all NO ONE IN THEIR RIGHT
MIND WOULD SUPPORT TrUM666P.  The difference is tRum666p hired Social
Security recipients  SO THEY COULD SUPPLEMENT THEIR LESS THAN POVERTY
INCOME which he will reduce even more, before he gives it all to gamblers on
Wal Street.
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4 Recommend

(/user/siwaban)

[new]


siwaban (/user/siwaban) brooklyns finest

Feb 04 · 07:44:55 PM (/comments/1629522/65410785#comment_65410785)

0 Recommend

Rent-a-crowd.





(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) Snud

Feb 03 · 11:22:38 AM (/comments/1629522/65395177#comment_65395177)

Recommended 79 times

Yes.  That reminds me.  I was one of the thugs in the DC march.  Where do I pick up my
check?



(/user/gizmo59)

[new]


gizmo59 (/user/gizmo59) liberalprof

Feb 03 · 11:25:39 AM (/comments/1629522/65395207#comment_65395207)

Recommended 38 times

When you find out, could you tell me, too?



(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) gizmo59

Feb 03 · 11:39:49 AM (/comments/1629522/65395391#comment_65395391)

Recommended 34 times

Heh.  I think maybe that kid with pink shades snuck off to Vegas with all
the loot.



(/user/bill dog)

[new]


bill dog (/user/bill dog) liberalprof

Feb 03 · 11:59:22 AM (/comments/1629522/65395619#comment_65395619)

Recommended 25 times

::GASP:: The dastardly thug!



(/user/BlackBandFedora)

[new]


BlackBandFedora (/user/BlackBandFedora) liberalprof

Feb 03 · 01:10:47 PM (/comments/1629522/65396593#comment_65396593)

Recommended 31 times

Yes.  That reminds me.  I was one of the thugs in the DC march.  Where do I
pick up my check?

Not so fast Igor. Got video of you throwing a Molotov cocktail or assaulting a cop
like everyone else?
Didn’t think so. No check for you. Sad.



(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) BlackBandFedora

Feb 04 · 05:11:12 AM (/comments/1629522/65402899#comment_65402899)

Recommended 25 times

I beg your pardon.  I have got a ton of footage on an alternative video. 
And let’s not even get started on my activities during the Bowling Green
Massacre.



(/user/flevitan)

[new]


flevitan (/user/flevitan) liberalprof

Feb 04 · 09:29:30 AM (/comments/1629522/65404800#comment_65404800)

Recommended 5 times

On to Ukraine!
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(/user/wordene)
[new]


wordene (/user/wordene) liberalprof

Feb 03 · 02:22:37 PM (/comments/1629522/65397599#comment_65397599)

Recommended 16 times

Send an e-mail, with proof of attendance, to George Soros.



(/user/TRsCousin)

[new]


TRsCousin (/user/TRsCousin) wordene

Feb 03 · 02:27:27 PM (/comments/1629522/65397666#comment_65397666)

Recommended 14 times

Might want to send your bill to James O’Keefe.



(/user/Mopshell)

[new]


Mopshell (/user/Mopshell) TRsCousin

Feb 03 · 10:10:53 PM (/comments/1629522/65401980#comment_65401980)

Recommended 5 times

It was actually Hannity who first said it and foolishly tweeted it
out too. He got some triffic answers! 



(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of th wordene

Feb 04 · 05:21:10 AM (/comments/1629522/65402941#comment_65402941)

Recommended 2 times

how much ink would it take, to stamp every ones’ hand?

... 

(/user/shmuelman)

[new]


shmuelman (/user/shmuelman) liberalprof

Feb 03 · 06:53:14 PM (/comments/1629522/65400539#comment_65400539)

Recommended 26 times

Don’t hold your breath. I’ve been waiting for decades to get paid by the 
International Jewish Conspiracy.



(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) shmuelman

Feb 04 · 05:14:05 AM (/comments/1629522/65402915#comment_65402915)

Recommended 6 times

Ooh, could I get in on that?  I am not Jewish, but I have been to lots of
Bat and Bar Mitzvahs.  Maybe I could apply to be a fellow traveller?



(/user/lilolelady)

[new]


lilolelady (/user/lilolelady) liberalprof

Feb 04 · 04:31:51 PM (/comments/1629522/65409088#comment_65409088)

2 Recommend

My great grandfather and grandmother were Jewish (refugees
from the old country), but my grandmother was not, nor any of
us down the line.  HOWEVER, we’d like to also be fellow
travelers





(/user/iLuvReading)

[new]


iLuvReading (/user/iLuvReading) liberalprof

Feb 03 · 07:27:04 PM (/comments/1629522/65400856#comment_65400856)

Recommended 9 times

I went to a local Women’s March.  I probably need to pick up my check, too. ;)



(/user/coolgram)

[new]


coolgram (/user/coolgram) iLuvReading

Feb 04 · 12:54:34 AM (/comments/1629522/65402420#comment_65402420)

Me too.  The tiny Montpelier march that was supposed to be a couple
thousand turned out to be 20,000 thugs.  Somebody owes us big time!
 Cops had to close three exits off I-89.  Montpelier, a “city” of a bit over
6,000 residents couldn’t absorb them all.
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Recommended 20 times

(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) coolgram

Feb 04 · 05:16:27 AM (/comments/1629522/65402924#comment_65402924)

Recommended 19 times

I love it!  My favorite was the 20 or so hardy Scots who turned
out on the isle of Eigg in the Scottish Hebrides.



(/user/psnyder)

[new]


psnyder (/user/psnyder) Snud Feb 03 · 03:27:22 PM (/comments/1629522/65398364#comment_65398364)

Recommended 21 times

Because he can’t imagine a grassroots that isn’t paid off Koch brothers style.


(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) psnyder

Feb 03 · 04:08:40 PM (/comments/1629522/65398810#comment_65398810)

Recommended 16 times

To them everything is manipulation and propaganda, so they assume all
grassroots are astroturf.



(/user/Proginoskes)

[new]


Proginoskes (/user/Proginoskes) Salish

Feb 03 · 11:47:50 PM (/comments/1629522/65402312#comment_65402312)

Recommended 17 times

It’s called projection.



(/user/siwaban)

[new]


siwaban (/user/siwaban) psnyder

Feb 04 · 07:53:43 PM (/comments/1629522/65410875#comment_65410875)

0 Recommend

Rent-a-crowd to pretend to be a violent demonstrator.





(/user/jsteve7)

[new]


jsteve7 (/user/jsteve7) Snud Feb 03 · 03:34:20 PM (/comments/1629522/65398437#comment_65398437)

Recommended 14 times

OR his cheering section at the CIA memorial room “speech?” A cheering section brought
into a situation like that? Many of these Trump shills are paid by US to literally cheer for
this scum bag. Doing this AS “President.”

Trump engaged in a bizarre digression about his own intelligence (“I’m
like, a smart person”). John Brennan, the former director of the C.I.A.,
released a statement (http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017/01/john-
brennan-donald-trump) afterward calling Trump’s speech a “despicable
display of self-aggrandizement.”

White House press secretary Sean Spicer, meanwhile, billed Trump’s visit
as a massive success, claiming during a press conference later Saturday
that the president’s speech had elicited a five-minute standing ovation
from the audience. But since the event, a number of officials and
attendees have pushed back on the narrative that Trump’s visit was well
received by everyone in the crowd, describing a largely lukewarm
audience stacked with Trump staffers and invitees, who filled the
first three rows.

The REAL "Thug" (Clown) (http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2017
/01/donald-trump-cia-speech)



(/user/jnww)

[new]


jnww (/user/jnww) Snud Feb 04 · 10:01:52 AM (/comments/1629522/65405115#comment_65405115)

Like most times Republicans point fingers, I just assume everything Tr**p rails against,
he’s doing or has done. So perhaps there are thuggish paid protesters… b(r)ought to you
by Tr**p.
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Recommended 4 times

(/user/demgem)

[new]


demgem (/user/demgem) Snud

Feb 04 · 10:50:51 AM (/comments/1629522/65405650#comment_65405650)

Recommended 4 times

Where do I sign up to get paid to protest?  Maybe this is what Trump meant when he said
he would create jobs.  Who knew?



(/user/Aquest)

[new]


Aquest (/user/Aquest) demgem

Feb 04 · 11:07:16 AM (/comments/1629522/65405879#comment_65405879)

Recommended 10 times

If Trump was actually a smart businessman, he would negotiate with protesters
and offer them more not to protest.  But, alas, he isn’t smart nor is he much of a
businessman nor much of a man at all.



(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) Snud

Feb 04 · 10:52:33 AM (/comments/1629522/65405674#comment_65405674)

Recommended 3 times

I just wish Herr Twitler would tell me where to apply to get a refund for my $1 protest sign
and the $10 I had to pay for parking.



(/user/liberalnana)

[new]


liberalnana (/user/liberalnana) Snud

Feb 04 · 05:32:15 PM (/comments/1629522/65409631#comment_65409631)

2 Recommend

He has lied to America from the moment he came down that escalator. Oh, wait, he lied
for five years that Obama was born in Africa.





(/user/Colonel Rainsborough)

[new]


Colonel Rainsborough (/user/Colonel Rainsborough)

Feb 03 · 09:45:45 AM (/comments/1629522/65393687#comment_65393687)

Recommended 85 times

More pictures of thugs please.  I get depressed sometimes and need the encouragement.

(/user/Ellabean)

[new]


Ellabean (/user/Ellabean) Colonel Rainsborough

Feb 03 · 02:41:21 PM (/comments/1629522/65397829#comment_65397829)

Recommended 31 times

I just adore seeing those cute little thugs in training.

I want to hug them !



(/user/Colonel Rainsborough)

[new]


Colonel Rainsborough (/user/Colonel Rainsb Ellabean

Feb 03 · 02:58:45 PM (/comments/1629522/65398054#comment_65398054)

Recommended 28 times

why you nasty thugger-hugger!

... 

(/user/iLuvReading)

[new]


iLuvReading (/user/iLuvReading) Ellabean

Feb 03 · 07:28:04 PM (/comments/1629522/65400866#comment_65400866)

Recommended 7 times

AND thugs still in diapers!



(/user/bdtrppr6)

[new]
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Feb 04 · 09:26:19 AM (/comments/1629522/65404772#comment_65404772)

Recommended 5 times

gotta watch those ones.  they fling their poo and cry a lot! 

wait!   that’s our So-Called Precedent®!

(/user/jqjacobs)

[new]


jqjacobs (/user/jqjacobs) Colonel Rainsborough

Feb 04 · 05:06:32 AM (/comments/1629522/65402874#comment_65402874)

Recommended 15 times

Here you go, the Thug-in-Chief:  

#DressLikeAWoman



(/user/siwaban)

[new]


siwaban (/user/siwaban) jqjacobs

Feb 04 · 07:58:07 PM (/comments/1629522/65410913#comment_65410913)

1 Recommend

No NAzis in the USA.  Wear what you want! Who cares?





(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Colonel Rainsborough

Feb 04 · 06:43:18 AM (/comments/1629522/65403432#comment_65403432)

l have added a few photos of thugs near the bottom of this diary that Gizmo59 and I
spotted in DC.  If we work together, we can ferret them out.  I am making pussy hats for
children and their Barbie dolls to help identify willing anarchists and the parents who
enable them.

We can fight this together and at at every point of entry and influence. Put Pussy hats on action
figures.
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Recommended 10 times

(/user/giddy thing)

[new]


giddy thing (/user/giddy thing) RevKatie

Feb 04 · 10:50:00 AM (/comments/1629522/65405636#comment_65405636)

Recommended 6 times

Love the Barbie doll hat! Brilliant.



(/user/Crimp)

[new]


Crimp (/user/Crimp) Colonel Rainsborough

Feb 04 · 12:07:17 PM (/comments/1629522/65406522#comment_65406522)

Recommended 3 times

Here's one I took in DC



(/user/RickNelsonmn)

[new]


RickNelsonmn (/user/RickNelsonmn) Feb 03 · 09:47:59 AM (/comments/1629522/65393724#comment_65393724)

Recommended 19 times

101k stupid people agreeing with him. So many dupes!

(/user/subir)

[new]


subir (/user/subir) RickNelsonmn

Feb 03 · 10:52:45 AM (/comments/1629522/65394751#comment_65394751)

Recommended 27 times

Some of those retweets are objecting to his tweet by quoting it. People should start taking
screenshots instead so it doesn’t juice the numbers.



(/user/Skibird)

[new]


Skibird (/user/Skibird) subir

Feb 03 · 01:44:35 PM (/comments/1629522/65397026#comment_65397026)

Recommended 2 times

Yeah, I wish there were a way to tag or save a tweet without ♥ing or retweeting
it.



(/user/Clifty)

[new]


Clifty (/user/Clifty) Skibird

Feb 03 · 02:31:13 PM (/comments/1629522/65397710#comment_65397710)
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Recommended 7 times

Screen grab!

(/user/Ellabean)

[new]


Ellabean (/user/Ellabean) subir

Feb 03 · 02:41:53 PM (/comments/1629522/65397837#comment_65397837)

Recommended 15 times

I am sure he has a cadre of PAID retweeters.



(/user/Colonel Rainsborough)

[new]


Colonel Rainsborough (/user/Colonel Ellabean

Feb 03 · 02:59:19 PM (/comments/1629522/65398062#comment_65398062)

Recommended 4 times

That is probably true.  

... 

(/user/bluinsc)

[new]


bluinsc (/user/bluinsc) Ellabean

Feb 03 · 03:10:38 PM (/comments/1629522/65398177#comment_65398177)

Recommended 20 times

They are probably Russian. Trump gets a retweeters discount through
Putin's "Make America Mine" social network training program.



(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) bluinsc

Feb 03 · 04:10:06 PM (/comments/1629522/65398830#comment_65398830)

Recommended 4 times

Make America Mein Kampf.



(/user/siwaban)

[new]


siwaban (/user/siwaban) bluinsc

Feb 04 · 08:00:35 PM (/comments/1629522/65410932#comment_65410932)

0 Recommend

Very possibly!





(/user/Cali Scribe)

[new]


Cali Scribe (/user/Cali Scribe) subir

Feb 03 · 10:09:38 PM (/comments/1629522/65401975#comment_65401975)

Recommended 1 time

I’ll “like” a Tweet solely to make it easier to find if I want to post it somewhere
(like a diary); after I’ve done that I’ll unlike it. 



(/user/VeganMilitia)

[new]


VeganMilitia (/user/VeganMilitia) Feb 03 · 09:49:01 AM (/comments/1629522/65393738#comment_65393738)

Recommended 45 times

I’d quit my job in a second if I could be paid to protest.

(/user/dweb8231)

[new]


dweb8231 (/user/dweb8231) VeganMilitia

Feb 03 · 10:12:33 AM (/comments/1629522/65394135#comment_65394135)

Recommended 23 times

I’m still waiting for my check.  Maybe if I wait longer for it, Trump will give me that big tax
cut he promised and I will make even more.



(/user/Lady Nutmegger)

[new]


Lady Nutmegger (/user/Lady Nutmegger) dweb8231

Feb 03 · 02:45:14 PM (/comments/1629522/65397884#comment_65397884)
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Recommended 5 times

You must first show us your tax return proving you didn’t get that check. Unless,
of course, you’re being audited; then you can skip it,
like #PopularVoteLoserDonaldTrump (copyright Barbara Morrill
(http://www.dailykos.com/user/Barbara%20Morrill))   

(/user/bluinsc)

[new]


bluinsc (/user/bluinsc) VeganMilitia

Feb 03 · 03:11:37 PM (/comments/1629522/65398184#comment_65398184)

Recommended 3 times

Me too - where do I sign up?



(/user/VeganMilitia)

[new]


VeganMilitia (/user/VeganMilitia) bluinsc

Feb 03 · 03:20:49 PM (/comments/1629522/65398304#comment_65398304)

Recommended 10 times

Turns out they only want to pay the racist fascist provocateurs to counter-
protest. 

Our side is gonna have to continue to do it pro bono, as we always have.



(/user/barskin)

[new]


barskin (/user/barskin) Feb 03 · 09:49:04 AM (/comments/1629522/65393741#comment_65393741)

Recommended 78 times

Those pictures are terrifying, but just look at this. These are some thugs I personally witnessed in
Copley Square (Boston) after the demonstration last Sunday. Take a look….if you dare!

(/user/Barbara Morrill)

[new]


Barbara Morrill (/user/Barbara Morrill) barskin

Feb 03 · 09:51:48 AM (/comments/1629522/65393786#comment_65393786)

Recommended 71 times

Sweet mother, that thug is CLEARLY ripping out that man’s eyeball! 



(/user/Got a Grip)

[new]


Got a Grip (/user/Got a Grip) Barbara Morrill

Feb 03 · 10:43:40 AM (/comments/1629522/65394613#comment_65394613)

Recommended 47 times

Look at that wily anarchist behind them, setting loose his attack dog!  RUN FOR
YOUR LIVES!!1!
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(/user/barskin)

[new]


barskin (/user/barskin) barskin

Feb 03 · 09:53:20 AM (/comments/1629522/65393810#comment_65393810)

Recommended 40 times

By the way, this was very late in the day, although at that time there was still a large group
of people talking and dancing to music. Things got especially raucous when “We Are
Family" was playing, with everybody singing along and dancing.  



(/user/Andrew S)

[new]


Andrew S (/user/Andrew S) barskin

Feb 03 · 04:08:17 PM (/comments/1629522/65398804#comment_65398804)

Recommended 7 times

A song from the 70s? And these people want progress? Sad.



(/user/scyellowdogdem)

[new]


scyellowdogdem (/user/scyellowdogdem) barskin

Feb 03 · 09:54:49 AM (/comments/1629522/65393834#comment_65393834)

Recommended 38 times

That four-legged thug is scary. Probably comes pretty cheap as mercanaries go - a few
strips of bacon or a biscuit.



(/user/scyellowdogdem)

[new]


scyellowdogdem (/user/scyellowdogdem) scyellowdogdem

Feb 03 · 09:56:00 AM (/comments/1629522/65393855#comment_65393855)

Recommended 12 times

(sp) mercenaries



(/user/Pirogue)

[new]


Pirogue (/user/Pirogue) scyellowdogdem

Feb 03 · 10:07:16 AM (/comments/1629522/65394045#comment_65394045)

Recommended 29 times

Don’t you know that mercanaries are ocean dwelling canaries? They
nest in rocky coastal areas, eat seaweed and floating plastic pellets and
can’t stand Donald Trump.



(/user/Rued Gestures)

[new]


Rued Gestures (/user/Rued Gest Pirogue

Feb 03 · 11:09:27 AM (/comments/1629522/65394983#comment_65394983)

Recommended 10 times

THANK YOU, I knew that was in there somewhere :D:D:D

... 

(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) Pirogue

Feb 03 · 11:36:52 AM (/comments/1629522/65395356#comment_65395356)

Recommended 5 times

But then, who can?



(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) Pirogue

Feb 03 · 04:11:38 PM (/comments/1629522/65398856#comment_65398856)

Recommended 5 times

And they refuse to die in coal mines.



(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/ Salish

Feb 04 · 06:24:35 AM (/comments/1629522

/65403310#comment_65403310)

... 
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Recommended 1 time

coal mines are a very good place not to die. most
other mines, as well.  Wells, too I guess.

(/user/barskin)

[new]


barskin (/user/barskin) scyellowdogdem

Feb 03 · 09:56:44 AM (/comments/1629522/65393868#comment_65393868)

Recommended 40 times

Actually, I saw George Soros with some Beggin’ Strips! The man will stop at
nothing.



(/user/Gooserock)

[new]


Gooserock (/user/Gooserock) scyellowdogdem

Feb 03 · 10:00:58 AM (/comments/1629522/65393945#comment_65393945)

Recommended 20 times

I favor the little guy that pulled the curtain away to reveal the fake wizard.



(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of th Gooserock

Feb 04 · 05:38:34 AM (/comments/1629522/65403024#comment_65403024)

Recommended 1 time

Toto the special prosecutor. we need flying monkeys. ASAP

... 

(/user/GMFORD)

[new]


GMFORD (/user/GMFORD) Friend of the court

Feb 04 · 09:23:36 AM (/comments/1629522/65404749#comment_65404749)

Recommended 1 time

Trump’s hired them all.



(/user/david5372)

[new]


david5372 (/user/david5372) GMFORD

Feb 04 · 11:01:17 AM (/comments/1629522

/65405791#comment_65405791)

Recommended 6 times

He may have hired them, but will he PAY them!?
I.Don’t. Think.So….



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Friend of the court

Feb 04 · 12:48:01 PM (/comments/1629522/65406929#comment_65406929)

3 Recommend

Look no closer than Kelly Anne for the archetypal flying
monkey.





(/user/GirlSwimmingInASeaOfRed)

[new]


GirlSwimmingInASeaOfRed (/user/GirlSwim scyellowdogdem

Feb 03 · 10:30:53 AM (/comments/1629522/65394441#comment_65394441)

Recommended 14 times

Or a belly rub!

... 

(/user/Dave Brown)

[new]


Dave Brown (/user/Dave Brown) scyellowdogdem

Feb 03 · 10:48:20 AM (/comments/1629522/65394681#comment_65394681)

Recommended 19 times

George Soros has an entire warehouse of bacon just for this purpose.  What a
monster!



[new]
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(/user/Salish) Salish (/user/Salish) Dave Brown

Feb 03 · 04:14:01 PM (/comments/1629522/65398881#comment_65398881)

Recommended 4 times

Proof “those people” don’t really care about Jews or Moslems.



(/user/siwaban)

[new]


siwaban (/user/siwaban) Salish

Feb 04 · 08:09:25 PM (/comments/1629522/65410992#comment_65410992)

0 Recommend

True...





(/user/Dave Brown)

[new]


Dave Brown (/user/Dave Brown) barskin

Feb 03 · 10:46:37 AM (/comments/1629522/65394657#comment_65394657)

Recommended 24 times

WHAT’S THAT ATTACK DOG GOING TO DO??  And why do those children have pictures of
human hearts with them?  Is it a threat?  Truly terrifying, staring to the face of pure
anarchy.  I hope that you weren’t injured trying to capture this frightening image.



(/user/Front Toward Enemy)

[new]


Front Toward Enemy (/user/Front Toward Enemy) barskin

Feb 03 · 11:26:22 AM (/comments/1629522/65395216#comment_65395216)

Recommended 11 times

I don’t know what that red thing in the baby carriage is, but I’m terrified that they’re going
to hit me with it!   Call out the riot squad!



(/user/siwaban)

[new]


siwaban (/user/siwaban) Front Toward Enemy

Feb 04 · 08:10:31 PM (/comments/1629522/65411003#comment_65411003)

1 Recommend

True!





(/user/northbronx)

[new]


northbronx (/user/northbronx) barskin

Feb 03 · 12:29:18 PM (/comments/1629522/65396019#comment_65396019)

Recommended 11 times

Oh my God, they brought in the canines.



(/user/TRsCousin)

[new]


TRsCousin (/user/TRsCousin) barskin

Feb 03 · 02:28:42 PM (/comments/1629522/65397685#comment_65397685)

Recommended 11 times

Gosh, gotta watch out for those stealth golden retrievers, too. They can get sooo nasty.



(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court) TRsCousin

Feb 04 · 05:41:44 AM (/comments/1629522/65403034#comment_65403034)

Recommended 2 times

If a golden retriever dose not like a person, keep an eye on that person..



(/user/a2nite)

[new]


a2nite (/user/a2nite) Feb 03 · 09:56:56 AM (/comments/1629522/65393874#comment_65393874)

Recommended 18 times

Paid? The liars need to prove it.

[new]
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(/user/certainot) certainot (/user/certainot) a2nite

Feb 03 · 10:42:59 AM (/comments/1629522/65394598#comment_65394598)

Recommended 21 times

unfortunately for the last 30 years they’ve never had to prove anything. they proof is in
their unchallenged repetition.

that makes it true, and in most parts of the country there are no free easy alternatives
while driving and working.

today limbaugh ridiculed robert reich for suggesting the black bloc provocateurs were RW
and explained there was no doubt they were leftists paid by soros etc.

it makes no sense, but they can keep saying it from behind their call screeners and it will
be true to tens of millions



(/user/a2nite)

[new]


a2nite (/user/a2nite) certainot

Feb 03 · 01:04:16 PM (/comments/1629522/65396519#comment_65396519)

Recommended 8 times

That just makes their listeners stupid which is their goal.



(/user/certainot)

[new]


certainot (/user/certainot) a2nite

Feb 03 · 01:23:59 PM (/comments/1629522/65396769#comment_65396769)

Recommended 8 times

yeah, they really are stupid.

according to limbaugh the week before the inauguration, trying to
delegitimize the anticipated anti-trump protests, he said soros and
dems were paying then $1500 — $2500 each, i’m pretty sure i heard. so
we’re talking BILLIONS!

and they’re still saying it



(/user/a2nite)

[new]


a2nite (/user/a2nite) certainot

Feb 03 · 01:27:31 PM (/comments/1629522/65396815#comment_65396815)

Recommended 7 times

I forgot that I'm not supposed to call white men stupid because
“shame,"



(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/ a2nite

Feb 04 · 05:47:29 AM (/comments/1629522

/65403071#comment_65403071)

Recommended 5 times

Many white men are stupid.  They are stupid because
somebody told them that they are better than NOT
white men, and they went for that crap.  They don’t
seem to have much shame.  The truth over lies, and
hold on to your moral center.

... 

(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) certainot

Feb 03 · 04:20:42 PM (/comments/1629522/65398957#comment_65398957)

Recommended 2 times

Let’s “do the math.”  4M US marchers total, times 2k ea. = 6B. 
So it must be a really, really sound investment.  Let’s spread
that news!



(/user/certainot)

[new]


certainot (/user/certainot) Salish

Feb 03 · 04:26:54 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399010#comment_65399010)

Recommended 0 times

someone’s going to correct you…

but what’s a few billion here and there



[new]
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(/user/Salish) Salish (/user/Salish) certainot

Feb 03 · 04:39:57 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399145#comment_65399145)

Recommended 1 time

I know.  It was part of the joke.



(/user/certainot)

[new]


certainot (/user/cert Salish

Feb 03 · 05:07:43 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399481#comment_65399481)

Recommended 0 times

glad to hear! that’s the kind of mistake i do
regularly and see it as soon as i hit the send
button

... 

(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/ Salish

Feb 04 · 05:48:25 AM (/comments/1629522

/65403083#comment_65403083)

Recommended 0 times

Rovian numbers.

... 

(/user/GMFORD)

[new]


GMFORD (/user/GMFORD) Salish

Feb 04 · 09:26:32 AM (/comments/1629522

/65404775#comment_65404775)

Recommended 1 time

The Dems must have raised a shitload of money for a
group that’s supposedly so unpopular.  /s



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) a2nite

Feb 03 · 11:41:03 AM (/comments/1629522/65395404#comment_65395404)

Recommended 13 times

The approximately 3 million at the Women’s March, which was the largest protest in US
history, were all paid too! ;-)



(/user/Kokipy)

[new]


Kokipy (/user/Kokipy) igualdad

Feb 03 · 12:10:40 PM (/comments/1629522/65395753#comment_65395753)

Recommended 16 times

but underpaid compared to their male cohorts of course.



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Kokipy

Feb 03 · 12:13:26 PM (/comments/1629522/65395789#comment_65395789)

Recommended 11 times

Now that you mention it, I noticed that my check was only for .78 cents! 



(/user/Kokipy)

[new]


Kokipy (/user/Kokipy) igualdad

Feb 03 · 12:33:29 PM (/comments/1629522/65396070#comment_65396070)

Recommended 6 times

there you go. yet another reason to protest.



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Kokipy

Feb 03 · 12:42:47 PM (/comments/1629522

/65396187#comment_65396187)
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Recommended 6 times

Lol. Indeed!

(/user/Mayfly)

[new]


Mayfly (/user/Mayfly) a2nite Feb 03 · 11:41:49 AM (/comments/1629522/65395417#comment_65395417)

Recommended 17 times

When I was a volunteer clinic defender we were occasionally joined by an elderly lefty who
had done union organizing in some pretty tough places back in the ‘40s.  Once a protester
asked,  “How much do you get paid to come out here and help murder little children?”
 Our lefty replied serenely, “I get paid one thousand dollars every Saturday.”

 The protester hurried over to her friends and sputtered, “These escorts all get paid a
thousand dollars every week!”   Oh, the surprise, the outrage, the gullibility!



(/user/The Katwoman)

[new]


The Katwoman (/user/The Katwoman) Mayfly

Feb 03 · 04:28:31 PM (/comments/1629522/65399023#comment_65399023)

Recommended 3 times

I’d have to have even more fun with that:



(/user/Samulayo)

[new]


Samulayo (/user/Samulayo) Feb 03 · 10:05:07 AM (/comments/1629522/65394008#comment_65394008)

Recommended 18 times

Yeah — noticed all the baby carriages and puppy dogs burning down Berkeley. Cute as hell.

(/user/GirlSwimmingInASeaOfRed)

[new]


GirlSwimmingInASeaOfRed (/user/GirlSwimmingI Samulayo

Feb 03 · 10:29:19 AM (/comments/1629522/65394408#comment_65394408)

Recommended 6 times

Their evil owners made them go out there and do it!

... 

(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court) Samulayo

Feb 04 · 05:53:44 AM (/comments/1629522/65403115#comment_65403115)

Recommended 1 time

Berkeley was not burned down.  Also, those Black Block folks, may actually be paid
provocaturs.  They have their agenda, and might need the money.



(/user/WillC)

[new]


WillC (/user/WillC) Friend of the court

Feb 04 · 09:13:11 AM (/comments/1629522/65404647#comment_65404647)

Recommended 4 times

Given how things go at Yianopolous' events, I'd bet he actually does hire thugs to
add violence to the protests so that he can claim it's the opposition that's violent



(/user/azindy)

[new]


azindy (/user/azindy) Feb 03 · 10:12:18 AM (/comments/1629522/65394128#comment_65394128)

Trump and his supporters are trying to build the narrative that the American people really do
approve of his policies, and any protests to the contrary are merely carried out by hirelings.  If that
doesn’t work, then the narrative is that protesters should be dismissed because they are the
shiftless unemployed anyway.  People with jobs are too busy working to protest.
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Recommended 20 times

(/user/Kokipy)

[new]


Kokipy (/user/Kokipy) azindy Feb 03 · 12:11:29 PM (/comments/1629522/65395764#comment_65395764)

Recommended 9 times

especially on the Saturday after the inauguration


(/user/truebluedonkey)

[new]


truebluedonkey (/user/truebluedonkey) Feb 03 · 10:18:54 AM (/comments/1629522/65394242#comment_65394242)

Recommended 9 times

It’s time for us to occupy the white house, and congress, and topple this fake administration.

(/user/Tzimisce)

[new]


Tzimisce (/user/Tzimisce) Feb 03 · 10:20:06 AM (/comments/1629522/65394257#comment_65394257)

Recommended 17 times

They always have a counter. Never do you hear, “we are glad people are out supporting their ideas;
however, we disagree.” No. Always deligitimize your critics no matter the reason.

Muslim ban bad? Bowling Green Massacre. Lots of protesters? Paid.

The excuse or counter they create is irrelevant, it’s existence is all that matters and allows the
unthinking 30% or so to have something to cling desperately to. Trump’s team has really made it
an art. It used to be that the counter would have some kind of basis in something, now it can be
completely made up. 

(/user/Tzimisce)

[new]


Tzimisce (/user/Tzimisce) Feb 03 · 10:21:50 AM (/comments/1629522/65394294#comment_65394294)

Recommended 7 times

Ugh, also noticed his lack of oxford comma, barbarian.

(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Feb 03 · 10:25:37 AM (/comments/1629522/65394352#comment_65394352)

I’ve posted this before but it’s worth a repost, imo.
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Recommended 46 times

(/user/Kokipy)

[new]


Kokipy (/user/Kokipy) igualdad

Feb 03 · 12:12:26 PM (/comments/1629522/65395782#comment_65395782)

Recommended 26 times

I think that little one in the blue hat is my favorite protestor of all time, all protests.



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Kokipy

Feb 03 · 12:18:10 PM (/comments/1629522/65395860#comment_65395860)

Recommended 16 times

That darling child is pure love. 



(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of th igualdad

Feb 04 · 06:03:12 AM (/comments/1629522/65403171#comment_65403171)

Recommended 3 times

the message thunders below the sweet face.

... 

(/user/survivor7812)

[new]


survivor7812 (/user/survivor7812) igualdad

Feb 03 · 05:40:03 PM (/comments/1629522/65399862#comment_65399862)

Recommended 6 times

Thank you. Forgotten about Playing for Change, and Tula’s voice is simply gorgeous.
Thinking of where the origin of that song lies, with her singing and that wonderful group
of musicians… tears.



(/user/Fred Bur)

[new]


Fred Bur (/user/Fred Bur) Feb 03 · 10:26:53 AM (/comments/1629522/65394372#comment_65394372)

Recommended 32 times

I suspect there’s a large overlap between the people in these pictures and the perpetrators of the
Bowling Green Massacre. Stay vigilant people. 

(/user/barskin)

[new]


barskin (/user/barskin) Fred Bur

Feb 03 · 10:31:10 AM (/comments/1629522/65394446#comment_65394446)

Recommended 15 times

We have to, in the words of Fearless Leader, “get smart,” and he ought to know. He’s like a
really smart person; he had an uncle who taught at M.I.T.



(/user/Fred Bur)

[new]


Fred Bur (/user/Fred Bur) barskin

Feb 03 · 10:37:50 AM (/comments/1629522/65394529#comment_65394529)

That’s not true. He’s only “like a smart person (https://bleakweb.wordpress.com
/2017/01/23/im-like-a-smart-person/),” not a “like really smart person.” He knows
his limitations. Really smart is a bridge too far. 
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Recommended 13 times

(/user/barskin)

[new]


barskin (/user/barskin) Fred Bur

Feb 03 · 02:54:42 PM (/comments/1629522/65398005#comment_65398005)

Recommended 7 times

No, I think he has occasionally said that he was “like a really smart
person.” But, I don't know. I didn’t have an uncle who taught at M.I.T., so
what would I know?



(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court) Fred Bur

Feb 04 · 06:05:25 AM (/comments/1629522/65403190#comment_65403190)

Recommended 0 times

only the,”once upon a time” thing.



(/user/crowjane)

[new]


crowjane (/user/crowjane) Feb 03 · 10:27:23 AM (/comments/1629522/65394380#comment_65394380)

Recommended 18 times

I asked the popular vote loser how much president bannon pays for protesting. I mentioned if it's
more than min wage sign me up, it'll be a huge job creator.

he hasn't answered....

(/user/GirlSwimmingInASeaOfRed)

[new]


GirlSwimmingInASeaOfRed (/user/GirlSwimmingInASea

Feb 03 · 10:27:54 AM (/comments/1629522/65394389#comment_65394389)

Recommended 7 times

HAHAHA!  Brilliant!  :D

...

(/user/Heavy Mettle)

[new]


Heavy Mettle (/user/Heavy Mettle) Feb 03 · 10:29:11 AM (/comments/1629522/65394406#comment_65394406)

Recommended 17 times

Great captions

(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Feb 03 · 10:32:40 AM (/comments/1629522/65394465#comment_65394465)

Recommended 7 times

On the subject of anarchy, the non-violent anarchists serve an important purpose in these
unprecedented times (I would encourage using caution before jumping on the Trump bandwagon
to condemn these protestors, just my 2 cents).

Via NYT

“It’s true that a lot of people who consider themselves liberals or progressives still
cling to the idea that you can effect social and economic change in the context of
the state, through electoral politics,” Mr. Laursen said. “But more and more, it is
going to become necessary for people on the left to think like anarchists if they are
going to get anywhere.” (https://www.nytimes.com/2017/02/02/us/anarchists-
respond-to-trumps-inauguration-by-any-means-necessary.html?hp&action=click&
pgtype=Homepage&clickSource=story-heading&module=second-column-region&
region=top-news&WT.nav=top-news)

(/user/Catte Nappe)

[new]


Catte Nappe (/user/Catte Nappe) igualdad

Feb 03 · 10:51:48 AM (/comments/1629522/65394736#comment_65394736)

Emphasis on non-violent.

“non-violent anarchists serve an important purpose ”
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(/user/Stwriley)

[new]


Stwriley (/user/Stwriley) Catte Nappe

Feb 03 · 02:34:52 PM (/comments/1629522/65397755#comment_65397755)

Recommended 7 times

Indeed. The problem is that there are also violent anarchists that have been
using legitimate marches and demonstrations to advance their own agendas at
the expense of the rest of us (including peaceful anarchists.) Just look at what
happened on the day of the nomination and again at the Berkeley protests this
week. Black bloc anarchists use the presence of other protesters for cover, and
then what the mainstream news puts out is “protests turned violent today...” to
the detriment of the real message of those protests. We need to welcome the
non-violent anarchists but have no tolerance for the presence of violent black
bloc types.



(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) Stwriley

Feb 03 · 02:59:04 PM (/comments/1629522/65398058#comment_65398058)

Recommended 7 times

Actually, no one owns a protest. The anarchists would shown up and do
show up even when the more obedient stay home. Most anarchists
support some form of resistance and civil disobedience, no matter what
their position is on tactics and strategy.

Howard Zinn self-described himself as an anarchist



(/user/IdaMena2)

[new]


IdaMena2 (/user/IdaMena2) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 04:09:06 PM (/comments/1629522/65398814#comment_65398814)

Recommended 4 times

Yiannopoulus is an anarchist with precisely the same goals as
the Black Bloc Anarchists in Berkeley.

Put differently, the goals of the Black Bloc Anarchists in
Berkeley are no different than those of Yiannopoulus.

Violence is counter-productive to change that benefits
progressives.

Violence literally provides the images that FauxNoise, RWNJ
media and Bannon/Trump want to use to scare working stiffs.

If I were Bannon I would literally pay people to behave as the
Black Bloc Anarchists. But the Black Bloc is so clueless they do
it for free!

Why provide the visuals Bannon needs? 



(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) IdaMena2

Feb 03 · 04:31:34 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399049#comment_65399049)

Utter nonsense. I mean, really, off the wall, crazy,
nonsense. That I would have to explain the difference
between anarchist goals and the right wing just
means I’m conversing with a very uninformed
clientele here.

Yiannopoulus is an anarchist with precisely the same
goals as the Black Bloc Anarchists in Berkeley.
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(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/ ZhenRen

Feb 04 · 06:10:34 AM (/comments/1629522

/65403225#comment_65403225)

Recommended 0 times

the comment was about methods, not goals.

... 

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/Zhen Friend of the court

Feb 04 · 09:25:13 AM (/comments/1629522

/65404763#comment_65404763)

Recommended 1 time

Methods? You mean using property damage
as a form of protest? I’ll make a deal with
you. You stop supporting a violent foreign
policy and toppling leftist governments in
favor of right wing zealots who murder
activists (see the past eight years and HRC’s
views on foreign policy) and I’ll try to not
break bank windows.

/s

... 

(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/ ZhenRen

Feb 04 · 02:19:56 PM (/comments/1629522

/65407784#comment_65407784)

0 Recommend

you want to fuck with the big banks.  Get
together class actions against their crooked
business practices. Picket the mother f’ers
like the fundies picket planned parenthood.
 Get their FAX numbers and empty all their
paper trays every night,  Plenty of ways
besides breaking the windows and tagging
the ATMS.  Also’ starting fires in litter
containers and making a little pile of them,
and posting it on utube won’t get you where
you want to go.:-) The kids lack seasoned
guidence.

... 



(/user/AoT)

[new]


AoT (/user/AoT) IdaMena2

Feb 03 · 09:57:54 PM (/comments/1629522

/65401912#comment_65401912)

Recommended 2 times

Milo is not at all an anarchist. The right loves the
government. Their talk of "small government" is
bullshit.



(/user/Stwriley)

[new]


Stwriley (/user/Stwriley) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 06:13:57 PM (/comments/1629522/65400215#comment_65400215)

Several point you are obviously unclear on. First, those who
actually organize a protest for a particular purpose deserve to
have their purpose respected by others, without any silly
nonsense about who “owns” a protest. To do otherwise is to
place one’s own agenda above that of all others regardless of
their wishes, a particularly fascist thing to do. Second, there is
a vast difference between resistance and civil disobedience on
the one hand (as for instance, the DAPL protestors have done
with great effect) and the tactics of the black bloc, which
consist of violence and destruction only pursued for its
disruptive effect, regardless of who is hurt or their relation to
any issue or ideology. Third, the very tactical doctrine of black
bloc action means that they most certainly do not appear when
others do not, since it requires the presence of a larger body of
uninvolved protestors to take cover in. It’s why I have such
disdain for those who engage in black bloc actions: they are,
essentially, cowards who hide themselves behind others who
do not share their agenda in order to avoid taking an open
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stand for what they claim to believe. If they did take their own
actions, form their own protests, and have the courage of their
convictions as those who engage in resistance and civil
disobediance do, I might have respect for them. As it is, they
deserve nothing but scorn for their attempts to force others to
unwillingly bear the burden of their agenda.

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) Stwriley

Feb 03 · 07:42:03 PM (/comments/1629522

/65400960#comment_65400960)

Several point you are obviously unclear on. First,
those who actually organize a protest for a particular
purpose deserve to have their purpose respected by
others, without any silly nonsense about who “owns” a
protest.

No, it seems you missed the point. These types of
activists don’t target protests. They target people like
Milo. They would be out there doing their actions
even if no one else had a protest in mind. The Milo
action, for example, is exactly the kind of event the
antifa groups would go protest. They don’t go because
some other more conventional groups go, they go
because that’s what they would have done regardless
of the plans of outside groups. That other groups also
show up is inconsequential to their decision to protest
Milo.

To do otherwise is to place one’s own agenda above
that of all others regardless of their wishes, a
particularly fascist thing to do.

Well, you’re assuming one group has priority over
another. That’s not surprising since you likely view
these activists’ tactics as lacking legitimacy. Thus, you
impute the authority of legitimacy to the group you
favor. That’s your fascism, thank you very much.
You’re basically saying these activists don’t meet your
approval. Would you turn them over to police? Many
here have suggested this. And that is standard-fare
authoritarianism, the primary ingredient of fascism.
These groups are anti-authoritarian.

Second, there is a vast difference between resistance
and civil disobedience on the one hand (as for
instance, the DAPL protestors have done with great
effect) and the tactics of the black bloc, which consist
of violence and destruction only pursued for its
disruptive effect, regardless of who is hurt or their
relation to any issue or ideology.

The irony is it was an anarchist, David Thoreau, who
wrote the classic essay on civil disobedience. And it
was anarchists who influenced Gandhi in his tactics.

Now, there is considerable debate within the
anarchist community about the efficacy of these
tactics, or any other tactics, and many think some of
these actions, such as hitting fascists, are not
productive, not for the reasons you state, but because
of core principles, so I won’t defend any and all
actions by any group.

However, you misstate the purpose of these actions.
The antifa groups at these events wanted to shut
down the talk, not merely “protest”, but actually,
directly, shut it down. And they did that. The purpose
isn’t what you suggest, to wage destruction for the
purpose of destruction. It was to shut down the
Trumpist fascistic movement from publicly organizing
and achieving a normative status. That is direct action,
which much more deeply reaching than mere protest.

Third, the very tactical doctrine of black bloc action
means that they most certainly do not appear when
others do not, since it requires the presence of a
larger body of uninvolved protestors to take cover in.

Again, you state a falsity. Most certainly? Not by a long
shot. Far more actions like these occur away from the
crowds. Earth First sabotaged logging equipment with
no crowd anywhere in sight, to give just one example. 
And I could give several more. You are just making
this up out of whole cloth based on your guesses.

It’s why I have such disdain for those who engage in
black bloc actions: they are, essentially, cowards who
hide themselves behind others who do not share their
agenda in order to avoid taking an open stand for
what they claim to believe. If they did take their own
actions, form their own protests, and have the
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courage of their convictions as those who engage in
resistance and civil disobediance do, I might have
respect for them. As it is, they deserve nothing but
scorn for their attempts to force others to unwillingly
bear the burden of their agenda.

Well, this last paragraph is built on a false construct,
so it’s moot.  I’ve already addressed the reasons this is
false. And by the way, I’ve witnessed black blocs on
countless occasions at Portland marches who simply
marched with all the rest, and no more. At Portland’s
May Day marches, there will be a half dozen black
bloc groups marching peacefully with all the rest.

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) igualdad

Feb 03 · 12:27:02 PM (/comments/1629522/65395986#comment_65395986)

Recommended 6 times

You seem to be looking up these references, and you seem evenhanded in attitude, so for
you, I will provide some background and examples of the diversity of views in the actual
anarchist community on the recent events. Read the comments at these reddit threads of
the r/anarchist (https://www.reddit.com/r/Anarchism) site, and a far more nuanced
picture of anarchism develops.

First, understand no one, not even Chomsky, represents anarchists as a whole, since
when it comes to tactics there are a lot of different opinions. Neither individual acts of any
specific local group using black bloc as a tactic, nor Chomsky, nor I, speak for the totality
of the movement.

And some of these groups are not anarchist, but antifa, which includes anarchists and
non-anarchists, and they are strongly anti-fascist and believe that no tolerance should be
given fascists, and they think we need to be very aggressive to avoid fascists getting a
foothold as they have in other periods of history. They really feel strongly about this, as a
subgroup.

Sample of r/Anarchist topics regarding violence in discussion threads on Reddit:

Chomsky on Violence (https://www.reddit.com/r/Anarchism/comments/5rqztm
/chomsky_on_violence/)

Tolerance is a peace treaty. Don't extend it to those who don't extend it to you
(https://www.reddit.com/r/Anarchism/comments/5rmt06
/tolerance_is_a_peace_treaty_dont_extend_it_to/)

Antifa shut down Milo at UC Berkeley (https://www.reddit.com/r/Anarchism/comments
/5rk4is/antifa_shut_down_milo_at_uc_berkeley/)



(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 12:37:33 PM (/comments/1629522/65396121#comment_65396121)

Recommended 7 times

Oh, I should add that the use of the term “libertarian” in the Chomsky thread
means anti-capitalist anarchist, not a right wing ideology. Anarchists originated
this term as a synonym for anarchism more than 150 years ago.



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 12:45:50 PM (/comments/1629522/65396236#comment_65396236)

Recommended 3 times

Thanks, RZ. I think I have mentioned before I have little background on this.

I will read up.



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) igualdad

Feb 03 · 12:47:34 PM (/comments/1629522/65396261#comment_65396261)

Recommended 1 time

Sorry, ZR. ;-)



(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) igualdad

Feb 03 · 01:00:23 PM (/comments/1629522/65396460#comment_65396460)

Another excellent piece on the Berkeley event from an anarchist
perspective (again, not exactly the totality of what all anarchists think).
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It’s Not Your Speech, Milo Understanding the UC Berkeley Protests
(https://crimethinc.com/2017/02/03/its-not-your-speech-
milo-understanding-the-uc-berkeley-protests)

(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 03:18:26 PM (/comments/1629522/65398274#comment_65398274)

Recommended 3 times

Thanks for that ZR...

I think the violence/vandalism is a big big vulnerability in our
peaceful mass protests.

We have seen this successfully and repeatedly co-opted by
police agents, and there is NO reason, NONE to think for one
sleepy second it won’t and surely isn’t being done again.

O’Keefe for example is the stupid one that gets caught.
(Interesting he keeps getting caught.)

The resulting narrative (violent protests and protesters) is one
that WAS used very successfully in the 60’s and 70’s protests to
deny the validity of the protests and to justify the harsh police
measures and the bending of the Constitutional limits, it
enables fascism rather than reduces it.

It basically took the murder of the people at Kent State to set
that process back for the time being.

Do we need another mass blood sacrifice?

We need better solutions, because violence effectively trumps
peaceful protest and progress and or 1st line defense against
fascists.



(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) KenBee

Feb 03 · 03:44:20 PM (/comments/1629522

/65398547#comment_65398547)

Recommended 2 times

I know much much more about these groups than you
surmise, and I can state that most are not influenced
by infiltrators. I won’t argue with you over the tactics
at the moment, because I have very nuanced views on
this, and actually there is a lot o debate within the
anarchist movement regarding the best tactics, but
overall I tend to go with Howard Zinn:

Howard Zinn self-described as an anarchist



(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 04:16:22 PM (/comments/1629522

/65398909#comment_65398909)

Recommended 1 time

Thanks but that nice quote sheds no light on
the debate over resistance tactics.

Not seeking argument with you.



(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]
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Feb 03 · 04:46:53 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399223#comment_65399223)

Recommended 0 times

Of course it does, especially if you know
Zinn’s views on history. Your easy dismissal
does not equate an argument. What proof
do you have to support your assertion that
these groups are infiltrated?

We have seen this
successfully and repeatedly
co-opted by police agents,
and there is NO reason,
NONE to think for one sleepy
second it won’t and
surely isn’t being done again.

I’m not interested, here on daily kos, of
getting into a debate on tactics since the
views are very narrow and any views outside
of this are usually not tolerated. But outside
this bubble, among activists, is a much more
lively debate about acceptable forms of
resistance. To always get permission to
protest from the very authority being
protested is not very effective. Gandhi,
especially, understood that.

What has you approach accomplished lately?
I’ll leave it at that.

(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 05:00:18 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399378#comment_65399378)

Recommended 1 time

neither does the quote ‘equate an argument’

I’m sorry you find dkos so failing as a place to
discuss these things.



(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/Zhen KenBee

Feb 03 · 06:01:27 PM (/comments/1629522

/65400097#comment_65400097)

Recommended 0 times

neither does the quote ‘equate an argument’

Actually, it does, and a very powerful one.

... 

(/user/Holgar)

[new]


Holgar (/user/Holgar) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 08:54:32 PM (/comments/1629522

/65401513#comment_65401513)

Recommended 0 times

And it’s a very powerful argument for
#Resist.



(/user/happymisanthropy)

[new]


happymisanthropy (/ Holgar

Feb 04 · 09:23:08 AM (/comments/1629522

/65404744#comment_65404744)

Recommended 1 time

But it’s not an argument for
#randomcounterproductivebrickthrowing

... 

(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Feb 03 · 10:34:59 AM (/comments/1629522/65394494#comment_65394494)
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Renowned scholar and activist Angela Davis: The
next 1459 days of the Trump administration will be
1459 days of resistance.
pic.twitter.com/B0Qw3DTzot (https://t.co
/B0Qw3DTzot)

— Our Revolution (@OurRevolution) February 3,
2017 (https://twitter.com/OurRevolution/status
/827316963361726465)

(/user/morris22)

[new]


morris22 (/user/morris22) Feb 03 · 10:37:34 AM (/comments/1629522/65394525#comment_65394525)

Recommended 18 times

To Trump its all a matter of perspective. To him, any woman not wearing a sexy dress, just inviting
to be groped is a “thug”. So if we use that as a guideline, there were plenty of “thugs” in those
protests.

I attended the Boston Women’s March, and was lucky to escape with my life intact with all the
“thugs” roaming around! </s>

(/user/peregrine kate)

[new]


peregrine kate (/user/peregrine kate) Feb 03 · 10:44:17 AM (/comments/1629522/65394621#comment_65394621)

Recommended 27 times

Catch the clerical collar on the one in the middle.

More paid protestors, no doubt. Detroit Metro protest, 1/29/17.
attribution: peregrine kate

(/user/Rued Gestures)

[new]


Rued Gestures (/user/Rued Gestures) peregrine kate

Feb 03 · 11:13:24 AM (/comments/1629522/65395032#comment_65395032)

Recommended 16 times

OBVIOUSLY FAKE!! SAD!!

snarque, i snarque



(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Rued Gestures

Feb 04 · 07:12:25 AM (/comments/1629522/65403657#comment_65403657)

Another fake photo of a paid protestor wearing a collar, a thug who is a bit
nervous about being photographed, and her anarchist handler giving the hairy
eyeball.  

This is SO obviously fake.  Women aren't clergy.  And a Christian doesn’t
look happy standing next to someone who isn’t.  FAKE!!
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(/user/Front Toward Enemy)

[new]


Front Toward Enemy (/user/Front Toward Enemy) peregrine kate

Feb 03 · 11:23:13 AM (/comments/1629522/65395182#comment_65395182)

Recommended 11 times

Jesus was a professional anarchist.



(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Front Toward Enemy

Feb 04 · 07:24:59 AM (/comments/1629522/65403774#comment_65403774)

Recommended 1 time

Exactly!  Well, actually, he was an amateur — in the original and strict definition
of this word.  It doesn't mean that he didn't know what he was doing when he
tried to annoy the hell, literally, out of hypocrites (check out his Woes speech).
But in the truest sense of the Latin word, it means that the amateur chooses to
do what they do for the love of it.  Olympiads are amateurs, not professionals.
 And as a result, Jesus and his friends chose to be homeless for the last 3 ½ years
of their agitation and anarchist activities.



(/user/northbronx)

[new]


northbronx (/user/northbronx) peregrine kate

Feb 03 · 12:34:00 PM (/comments/1629522/65396078#comment_65396078)

Recommended 5 times

Brave. Historically, they’ve come for the ones in positions of authority first.



(/user/Geema0712)

[new]


Geema0712 (/user/Geema0712) Feb 03 · 10:55:28 AM (/comments/1629522/65394798#comment_65394798)

Recommended 11 times

Atrocities waiting to be committe.

Just look at them — Shaking in my boots, and will look into hiring an armed guard.

LOCK THEM UP!!! LOCK THEM UP!!!!!

(And lock me up with them).

(/user/James Reid)

[new]


James Reid (/user/James Reid) Feb 03 · 10:55:28 AM (/comments/1629522/65394799#comment_65394799)

Recommended 9 times

The majority of Americans aren’t as stupid as you look orange cheeto!

(/user/charlielily)

[new]


charlielily (/user/charlielily) Feb 03 · 11:00:21 AM (/comments/1629522/65394852#comment_65394852)

This guy wouldn’t settle for anything less than a million.  :)
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(/user/Front Toward Enemy)

[new]


Front Toward Enemy (/user/Front Toward Enemy) charlielily

Feb 03 · 11:22:32 AM (/comments/1629522/65395170#comment_65395170)

Recommended 18 times

Thug!  You can tell by the sunglasses.  He’s dangerous.



(/user/bill dog)

[new]


bill dog (/user/bill dog) Front Toward Enemy

Feb 03 · 12:15:40 PM (/comments/1629522/65395822#comment_65395822)

Recommended 6 times

Oh definately! In fact, he looks like a terminator with those sun glasses.



(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) Front Toward Enemy

Feb 03 · 03:20:17 PM (/comments/1629522/65398294#comment_65398294)

Recommended 4 times

trying to defeat the facial recognition programs, tricky!

does he have a website?



(/user/trumpeloeil)

[new]


trumpeloeil (/user/trumpeloeil) Feb 03 · 11:02:30 AM (/comments/1629522/65394888#comment_65394888)

Recommended 16 times

The pink Satan hats with the little horns aren’t fooling Trump voters — they know a daemonic
symbol when they see one! And the protests against misogyny are contrary to the Word of God:
“For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church.”

(/user/Shadowbelle)

[new]


Shadowbelle (/user/Shadowbelle) trumpeloeil

Feb 03 · 11:17:17 AM (/comments/1629522/65395105#comment_65395105)

Recommended 10 times

The “head of the wife” is wearing a pink pussy hat, so the husband is wearing a pink pussy
hat. Corruption!



(/user/underwriter505)

[new]


underwriter505 (/user/underwriter505) trumpeloeil

Feb 03 · 01:26:53 PM (/comments/1629522/65396805#comment_65396805)

Recommended 6 times

And they never, never finish that quotation.

“For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church -

AND GAVE HIS LIFE FOR IT.”



(/user/Mike S)

[new]


Mike S (/user/Mike S) Feb 03 · 11:15:41 AM (/comments/1629522/65395073#comment_65395073)

Recommended 6 times

It’s all well and good to counter with pictures like these but it’s imperative that we counter the
accusations that the violence at these rallies is indicative of the left by explaining that it is the black
bloc that is instigating it. I have many friends who consider themselves true moderates and
independents and find that violence to be repulsive. I’m not willing to let that narrative be the one
that takes hold.

(/user/Barbara Morrill)

[new]


Barbara Morrill (/user/Barbara Morrill) Mike S

Feb 03 · 11:30:06 AM (/comments/1629522/65395273#comment_65395273)

Recommended 9 times

Well, that’s my point. 
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(/user/Mike S)
[new]


Mike S (/user/Mike S) Barbara Morrill

Feb 03 · 11:50:50 AM (/comments/1629522/65395524#comment_65395524)

Recommended 5 times

The way I read this was countering the accusation with nice pictures of nice
people. I’m saying we have to educate people about what is really happening.
Every time I see a post about the riots I make sure to post links about Black Bloc
so that it never goes unchallenged.



(/user/liberalprof)

[new]


liberalprof (/user/liberalprof) Mike S

Feb 03 · 11:36:21 AM (/comments/1629522/65395350#comment_65395350)

Recommended 7 times

Are these friends also repulsed by all of the violence and chest thumping on the right or is
it only leftwing violence that bothers them?  There were over a half million people at the
DC march and there was not a single arrest.  Anyone who thinks that violence is endemic
to the resistance to Trump is so clueless that I doubt there is any counternarrative in the
world that could reach them. 



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Mike S

Feb 03 · 11:39:00 AM (/comments/1629522/65395376#comment_65395376)

Recommended 3 times

the violence at these rallies is indicative of the left 

That’s too broad of a brush. “The Left?” There is a very tiny percentage of protestors on
“the left,”, or even anarchists, who think it’s ok to use violence.

For the record, I am a registered Democrat who anarchists would likely consider to be
‘part of the system,’ or too much of a capitalist (as a voter and small business owner).

These are not normal times and if a non-violent anarchist group shuts down an alt right
speaker or Trump event, I’m certainly not going to complain about that. 



(/user/Mike S)

[new]


Mike S (/user/Mike S) igualdad

Feb 03 · 11:45:10 AM (/comments/1629522/65395460#comment_65395460)

Recommended 3 times

That’s the point. They are painting with a broad brush and it’s something we
need to counter every single time.



(/user/igualdad)

[new]


igualdad (/user/igualdad) Mike S

Feb 03 · 11:49:02 AM (/comments/1629522/65395510#comment_65395510)

Recommended 5 times

Educate them on the neo-nazi movement and how they strive to lynch
black people, gays and Jews. 

It’s not “the left” that has a problem with violence and oppression.



(/user/Mike S)

[new]


Mike S (/user/Mike S) igualdad

Feb 03 · 12:02:55 PM (/comments/1629522/65395658#comment_65395658)

Recommended 3 times

Oy! If you’re just going to ignore my point why bother
responding. Do you honestly think that I’m not pointing out
those things if I am pointing out the difference between Black
Bloc and the peaceful protestors?

It’s not “the left” that has a problem with
violence and oppression.

Exactly but the more people see the narrative being created
the more they believe it and withdraw their support for the
people who are protesting peacefully.



[new]
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(/user/melaka) melaka (/user/melaka) Mike S

Feb 04 · 09:44:19 AM (/comments/1629522

/65404947#comment_65404947)

Recommended 0 times

There was a reason why the Civil Rights marchers
went out in their Sunday clothes... 



(/user/AoT)

[new]


AoT (/user/AoT) Mike S Feb 03 · 02:06:27 PM (/comments/1629522/65397340#comment_65397340)

Recommended 2 times

What do they think of the regular murders by the right? Or does that not count for them
for some reason?



(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]


kiss my left behind (/user/kiss my left behind) Mike S

Feb 03 · 10:43:57 PM (/comments/1629522/65402122#comment_65402122)

Recommended 0 times

Are we sure it’s the black bloc, and not Bannon instigating it?  I suspect the latter.



(/user/Front Toward Enemy)

[new]


Front Toward Enemy (/user/Front Toward Enemy)

Feb 03 · 11:21:40 AM (/comments/1629522/65395154#comment_65395154)

Recommended 12 times

I remember back when I was professional anarchist, back in the early 2000’s.  Made tons of money,
working for an anarchist firm out of Chicago.  Finally had to quit, though, because the benefits just
weren’t good.   I don’t know what you guys have experienced working in your anarchist firms, but
the health care plan had a huge deductible, and there was no dental!

Seriously… “professional anarchist”?   I’ve scoured my Yellow Pages and come up with nothin’! 

And Trump’s getting sad with this “Make America Great Again” thing in every other tweet.  It’s like a
catch-phrase in a sitcom that’s lost all its punch and now people are like, “Yeah yeah yeah, just say
it so we can move on.”  It’s like by the fifth season of Good Times we still loved J. J. but nobody
wanted to hear him say “Dy-no-mite!” anymore.   Even Maude dropped “God’ll get you for that” by
the third season or so.   Trump’s wearing out his crutch and it’s only been a couple weeks.

(/user/ranger995)

[new]


ranger995 (/user/ranger995) Front Toward Enemy

Feb 03 · 12:51:18 PM (/comments/1629522/65396324#comment_65396324)

Recommended 13 times

Seriously, can there be such a thing as a “professional” anarchist? That’s like saying a
meat-eating vegetarian. 



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) ranger995

Feb 03 · 02:11:13 PM (/comments/1629522/65397417#comment_65397417)

"professional” anarchist

Yes, Virginia, there are “professional anarchists”.   Or let me rephrase that:  there
are professional faux anarchists.  Also known as agents-provocateur.  Also
known as “mercenaries”, most likely employed by whatever iteration of
Blackwater Erik Prince is now sliming around in the background.

I saw the local videos of the “riots” at UC Berkeley the other night.  I noticed what
is always true about these pros:  dressed all in black, like ninjas, who flooded the
protests and overwhelmed everyone present, to create these “faux”-protest
violent actions strictly for media consumption.  The guys in black are almost
never the ones arrested for the violence.  They initiate it, mindless idiots may join
in, then the ninjas fade into the background and disappear, and the cameras get
the stooges on film and on the news being arrested.

Notice, too, that this was a Breitbart idiot scheduled to speak, in the first place.
What would be his relationship to Bannon in the White House? ��������� And who
else is prowling around the White House a lot lately than Erik Prince supporting
Donald Duck and his sister Betsy Devos?  

Sooo...putting those pieces together, if the Tah-Rumph regime wanted to put a
stop to all these demonstrations everywhere, what better time to start
discrediting them than at that event in Berkeley, carefully planned in advance,
with Prince’s goon squad in place to create violent havoc, and then voila!  A
ready-for-primetime discrediting of all of UC Berkeley and students therein, and
to threaten to withhold “federal funds” (to the tune of about $8billion/year).
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Mission Accomplished!!  High-fives all around in the West Wing!! 

We have to be very smart about this tactic being employed against us now at all
of our protests and demonstrations.  Very. Serious. �����������������

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) sockpuppet

Feb 03 · 02:37:46 PM (/comments/1629522/65397788#comment_65397788)

Recommended 0 times

No, I have to say, the anarchists and antifa people at the event were not
provocateurs.

As I posted elsewhere:

Read the comments at these reddit threads of the r/anarchist
(https://www.reddit.com/r/Anarchism) site, and a far more nuanced
picture of anarchism develops.

First, understand no one, not even Chomsky, represents anarchists as a
whole, since when it comes to tactics there are a lot of different
opinions. Neither individual acts of any specific local group using black
bloc as a tactic, nor Chomsky, nor I, speak for the totality of the
movement.

And some of these groups are not anarchist, but antifa, which includes
anarchists and non-anarchists, and they are strongly anti-fascist and
believe that no tolerance should be given fascists, and they think we
need to be very aggressive to avoid fascists getting a foothold as they
have in other periods of history. They really feel strongly about this, as a
subgroup.

Samples of r/Anarchist topics regarding violence in discussion threads
on Reddit. Notice the wide differences in views of tactics in the thread
discussions:

Chomsky on Violence (https://www.reddit.com/r/Anarchism/comments
/5rqztm/chomsky_on_violence/)

(Oh, I should add that the use of the term “libertarian” in the Chomsky
thread means anti-capitalist anarchist, not a right wing ideology.
Anarchists originated this term as a synonym for anarchism more than
150 years ago.)

Tolerance is a peace treaty. Don't extend it to those who don't extend it
to you (https://www.reddit.com/r/Anarchism/comments/5rmt06
/tolerance_is_a_peace_treaty_dont_extend_it_to/)

Antifa shut down Milo at UC Berkeley (https://www.reddit.com
/r/Anarchism/comments/5rk4is/antifa_shut_down_milo_at_uc_berkeley/)

It’s Not Your Speech, Milo Understanding the UC Berkeley Protests
(https://crimethinc.com/2017/02/03/its-not-your-speech-
milo-understanding-the-uc-berkeley-protests)

(Another excellent piece on the Berkeley event from an anarchist
perspective — again, not exactly the totality of what all anarchists think).



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 03:06:00 PM (/comments/1629522/65398128#comment_65398128)

I understand where you’re coming from. But you are being
naive in this current milieu.  Sure there are the alleged “Black
Bloc” anarchists.  But even they are subject to being infiltrated
by The Pros.

They infiltrate the anarchists groups. Identify those weak
induhviduals that they know can be influenced and
manipulated to show up and join in to the Pros’ instigation
tactics, (like, be convinced that the violence is “the only
way”); and then they, as the stooges, will be the ones to get
arrested.  

My analysis is much more cogent and likely than all those
erudite attempts you link to to explain what happened.
 Occam’s Razor, and all that. 

Why are you so interested in pushing the “anarchist” meme
here, relating to this very otherwise peaceful protest on the
Berkeley campus (I live here, btw)?

 The students who protested are just devastated by what
happened, how they were overrun by these thugs,  and keep
telling anyone who will listen to them, that these were
“outsiders” who are not students and had nothing to with their
real protest action.

Expect these fake “anarchists” in their ninja outfits (that look
suspiciously like Black Ops operators anywhere), and who have
access to flash bombs and “professional-grade” fireworks; and
who seem to be able to nimbly and efficiently rush in, create
the havoc and violence, and then just disappear into thin air,
once the riot gets underway, to be showing up increasingly at
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peaceful protests around the nation. Erik Prince and his
mercenaries imprinted all over it. Cui bono?  Who benefits? 

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpu sockpuppet

Feb 03 · 03:16:52 PM (/comments/1629522

/65398251#comment_65398251)

Recommended 2 times

That said, I salute your activism in other areas. �������

... 

(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) sockpuppet

Feb 03 · 03:26:28 PM (/comments/1629522

/65398356#comment_65398356)

Recommended 5 times

yep, seen it first hand when infiltrated by LAPD, FBI,
county sherriffs and undercover narcs, during the
60’s.

Probably the 3rd generation of it too, after the 40’s
and the 20’s and 30’s anti union and poor peoples
marches.

  Surely social scientists must have studied this by
now.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/s KenBee

Feb 03 · 03:32:28 PM (/comments/1629522

/65398415#comment_65398415)

Recommended 5 times

I know.  Very old playbook tactics. Updated,
now with social media and cell phones! And
flash bombs. 😕

... 

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/Zhen KenBee

Feb 03 · 03:40:27 PM (/comments/1629522

/65398509#comment_65398509)

Recommended 2 times

KenBee, the anarchist movement far
predates those years, and have been dealing
with police for many decades prior.  This is
an old movement not at all inexperienced or
stupid or all the things our more obedient
activists assume about them.

I would never say there is no instance of
infiltration, but most of these recent actions
are by a real resistance, not influenced by
cops.

You're all turning your rampant speculation
into fact without a knowledge base to
support your thesis.

... 

(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 04:56:29 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399331#comment_65399331)

(Zhen, not to argue with you, I am
commenting to contribute to the discussion,
no need to respond unless you want to.)

………………….

Well, the police are not going to ‘catch’ and
out their own operatives are they?

so, no, we aren’t going to know.

The proof to me is when the anarchists and
whatever police agents may be infiltrated 
keep damaging peaceful protests instead of
creating their own.

(those agents who may have a damaging



**

**
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activist agenda, as different than basic  info
snooping) 

If the anarchists want to cause damage, I say
go cause damage to their enemies, unless
they/you(?) are saying all these millions in the
street ARE their enemies (the Sheeple), then
we have a bigger problem than being
co-opted by police agents to violence, that
the anarchist agenda would be calculating
that police damage to peaceful protesters
will cause them to get angry, be
radicalized…. because that is a strategy.

That continuing parasitism of peaceful
protests is something well debated back in
‘the day’ as well.

   There WAS the view, well and often
expressed among that wing of thinking, that
causing mayhem and violence with the
resulting  police riots were necessary to
radicalize the peaceful protesters (‘the
sheeple’).

That radicalizing by violence view was loud
and vocal especially when we were occupied
and attacked by police night after night. The
debate at that point was not whether to
break windows and burn, but kill. The would
be killers ideas were rejected, thankfully.

   Some  advocating that radicalizing  ‘action’
were pals with some ‘leaders’ that were
subsequently shown to be police agents if
not agents themselves.

Wheels within wheels, secrets upon secrets.

I would think the Reeps urging to declare the
anarchists (conflated in the narrative
with peaceful protesters)...to call them
‘terrorists’ should be enough that we need a
loud and very vigorous debate.

    If this violence/vandalism happens much
more it will surely ( I know people who have
said, etc etc) reduce people’s participation.
(photogenic kids, elders, pregnant etc)

And those who say street protests are passe
would be right in that the street
protests CAN and ARE being parasitized by
the anarchists of whatever persuasion.

And those police agents: I knew some of
them, one lived in our commune, others
dated some of them as well as some  ‘useful
idiots’...to a one they were very smart, very
smooth, and very articulate.

One feature of their calculated violent
agitation is the leveraging of mentally
unbalanced /street people/homeless that
always get roped into the mad energy...not a
bug to them, but a self actualizing feature.

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/s KenBee

Feb 03 · 05:01:18 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399395#comment_65399395)

Recommended 2 times

^^^^^^^THIS^^^^^^^

... 

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/Zhen KenBee

Feb 03 · 05:42:54 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399892#comment_65399892)

Well, the police are not going to ‘catch’ and
out their own operatives are they? so, no, we
aren’t going to know.

Circular logic. We don’t know because we
don’t know. Well, if we are to adopt that as
acceptable “logic”, then everyone is an agent,
even people in this discussion, because none
of us are smart enough to know any better,
according to you and others here.  So, we’re
all suspect right here, right now, and even

... 
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you might be an agent. Maybe I’m a cop
trying to discredit this site. Or something.
See how that works? You’re actually revealing
a bias, or a prejudice, in singling out these
groups and not groups you may identify
with, such as “Kossacks” or “Democrats” or
“moveon.org” or any other group.

The proof to me is when the anarchists and
whatever police agents may be infiltrated 
keep damaging peaceful protests instead of
creating their own.

That’s not even close to  being any kind of
legitimate proof. Actually, how can you claim
these groups who are using black bloc tactics
don’t create their own protests or actions?  I
have first hand knowledge your assertion is
false. That’s an example of the uninformed
aspect to your commentary. A black bloc is
an action that these groups plan in advance.
They would have shown up at the Milo
lecture no matter who else did or did not
show up. You seem to think they target
peaceful demonstrations, not realizing these
activists plan to go to these events on their
own, no matter what else is going on. The
target in this case was Milo. No one has
some sort of prevailing right to “own” or
dominate an object of protest.  You are
making assumptions based on your
projected inferences. You live in a world
where getting permission for every act is
thought to be the only approach, and even
assume, perhaps subconsciously, that the
“peaceful protestors” have higher moral right
or authority, because they are “doing it
right”.

If the anarchists want to cause damage, I say
go cause damage to their enemies, unless
they/you(?) are saying all these millions in the
street ARE their enemies (the Sheeple), then
we have a bigger problem than being
co-opted by police agents to violence, that
the anarchist agenda would be calculating
that police damage to peaceful protesters
will cause them to get angry, be
radicalized…. because that is a strategy.

These groups, anarchist or antifa, sometimes
damage property, because they do not view
property as sacrosanct. They oppose private
property used in production. They tend to
not “damage” innocent people, especially
protestors, although a lot of accusations are
bandied about that tend to not be proven.
And this strategy you have inferred (guessed)
is not a strategy I’ve ever seen articulated
among these groups. I think they are
determined to mount a real resistance, no
matter what the more obedient among us
plan as “protest”. They wanted to shut down
the event, and they did. shutting down
events is a tactic often employed, to simply
shut down the aggressor’s ability to organize
a fascist movement. 

Most of what you said is conflating these
groups under discussion  with perceptions
you’ve made in your past, long ago, and are
not universally applicable to every group in
the world of activism.

**

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) sockpuppet

Feb 03 · 03:36:07 PM (/comments/1629522

/65398462#comment_65398462)

I'm more knowledgeable of the anarchist movement
than you are, since I am in fact an anarchist. I follow
anarchist debate and discussion, and have been
around groups using black bloc as a tactic. I know very
well the tactics used and the rationales behind them.
Read the links I provided and the ensuing discussions
for a sampling.

Most provocative and telling is the crimethinc link,
which is a website published by an anarchist collective
that is very representative of this specific anarchist
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Recommended 0 times

subgroup.

crimethinc.com/… (https://crimethinc.com/2017/02
/03/its-not-your-speech-milo-understanding-the-uc-
berkeley-protests)

So, as it is, I know what I'm talking about, having
experience and being informed of the movement. In
short, you have no idea of the topic and are talking
out of your… self-assumed opinions.

(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/s ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 04:53:11 PM (/comments/1629522

/65399295#comment_65399295)

Recommended 2 times

You are mistaken.  I know a lot about what
I’m talking about. 

I think that you and your fellow “anarchists”
need to be very vigilant for the infiltration
I’ve discussed in this thread.  Maybe pride is
keeping you from seeing how porous your
.orgs might be to infiltration and
misdirection.  

I stand by everything I’ve written.  And your
alleged lofty, condescending dismissal of my
very valid points is telling about how
sensitive and, I suspect, insecure and
vulnerable you “anarchists” are really feeling.
 Methinks you doth protest too much. (And
I’ve always been an anarchist, at heart, too,
although, given human nature, not very
practical of a philosophy.)

Police yerselves, then.  Don’t allow your
alleged “independent-thinker fellow
anarchists” to run roughshod over all the rest
of us valiantly attempting to excercise our
First Amendment rights.  

But you don’t stand a chance against the
Erik-Prince type mercenaries who are highly
trained in psyops.  And tactical disruption.  

Good luck with that. 😉  

... 

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/Zhen sockpuppet

Feb 03 · 08:07:35 PM (/comments/1629522

/65401144#comment_65401144)

Recommended 0 times

Please prove your assertions, since
accusations of complicity with police are very
serious and possibly highly damaging to
those you accuse. I submit you have
absolutely no evidence and you’re just
indulging in rampant speculation, based on
prejudice. And no, you’re not an anarchist at
heart. I doubt you could even define the
movement without doing a search.

Quite seriously, you’ve made accusations
that can lead to horrible outcomes just
because you don’t agree with a tactic. You
lack knowledge of the groups engaging with
these tactics, and you’re making all sorts of
assumptions out of your ignorance.

Frankly, you could more easily be an agent
provocateur here on dkos than any of these
you accuse. Its irresponsible and outright
dangerous that you indulge in this baseless,
wanton game of  guessing about motivations
you don’t understand.

... 

(/user/Colonel Rainsborough)

[new]


Colonel Rainsborough (/user/Col ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 07:15:35 PM (/comments/1629522/65400742#comment_65400742)

The belief that the cops and others have infiltrated the Black
Bloc is well founded.  We have videos of cops masquerading as
“anarchists.”  We have confessions by Oakland policemen that
they infiltrated Occupy.  

... 
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Are there real anarchists who are sincere revolutionaries?  Yes.
 But they are misguided, misled, and easily manipulated into
doing exactly what the Fascists want them to do.

Breaking windows and breaking heads in the street does
nothing but drive voters into the hands of the Trumpublicans.
 Busting windows and setting off firecrackers like naughty
children does nothing undermine the foundations of
authoritarian capitalism.  These people in black are just acting
out a fantasy of revolution.  In the process, they are doing
damage to the left in America.  

While I do believe that violent resistance has its place
(Euromaidan, Matewan), now is not the time or place for it.
 First we must organize peaceful resistance and build up
support among the voters.  If the bulls attack, then we should
strike back.  But we must not allow the Trumpublicans to
portray us as the aggressors.  

Our weapon is the vote, not the molotov.  

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/ZhenRen) Colonel Rainsborough

Feb 03 · 08:21:03 PM (/comments/1629522

/65401258#comment_65401258)

Recommended 0 times

Actually, no, just because you saw a video of a cop
pretending to be an anarchist (ridiculously, I saw the
video and he was obviously not an anarchist, if its the
one I think you’re referring to) doesn’t mean all
anarchists are infiltrated. Absurd, and just blathering
opinion as if fact.

And in Portland Occupy, the people there knew
exactly who the infiltrators were, and allowed them to
think they were succeeding, but didn’t reveal anything
sensitive to them. Local activists are far more astute
than your class bigotry allows, and they all knew who
the infiltrators were. They all have worked around
each other for years. Some things are very hard to
fake.

Not to say it doesn’t happen, but by and large, most of
the activists are experienced, mature, principled
people whose values cannot be corrupted.

And your pretense of knowing anything about the
anarchist movement is purely hubris. The more you
assume to have knowledge the more embarrassing
you appear. Anarchists have a set of core values that
are pretty hard to overcome and corrupt.

As to direct action, and efficacy of tactics, some things
work and some things don’t and I won’t be
manipulated into defending every act of any of these
groups, but in contrast, your approach and your
methods have not worked well, as is now more
obvious than ever. We’re on the brink of ruin,
extending to our very global habitat.

Time to try something new before you and yours
destroy the goddam planet. At least these young
people have a pulse and they are alive. You? If left to
you, we’d all be doomed, as you go begging to
authority for reforms, asking for permission to
protest.



(/user/Colonel Rainsborough)

[new]


Colonel Rainsboroug ZhenRen

Feb 03 · 08:23:36 PM (/comments/1629522

/65401287#comment_65401287)

Recommended 2 times

If their “values cannot be corrupted,” then
why are they breaking windows instead of
organizing?  How many of them are in
unions?  

... 

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/Zhen Colonel Rainsborough

Feb 03 · 08:42:35 PM (/comments/1629522

/65401423#comment_65401423)

Lots of them belong to the IWW, which is a
de facto anarcho-sydicalist union. And they
do organize, which you would know if you

... 
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Recommended 0 times

were as informed as you pretend. There are
many anarchist organizations that support
labor or tenants rights, and other issues and
causes, not all using the specific term
anarchist.

Most anarchists don’t break windows as a
tactic, frankly, but those who do have a basis
to their actions. Its one form of resistance,
and it is drawing a lot of new members into
the movement due to the publicity.
Membership is going up.

It isn’t the only tactic used, and not all
anarchists support this. Anarchists come in a
diversity of opinion and views.

(/user/happymisanthropy)

[new]


happymisanthropy (/ ZhenRen

Feb 04 · 09:33:15 AM (/comments/1629522

/65404834#comment_65404834)

Recommended 1 time

If a group of idiots are doing exactly what the
police want them to do, does it matter
whether they’ve been infiltrated/manipulated
or not?

... 

(/user/ZhenRen)

[new]


ZhenRen (/user/Zhen happymisanthropy

Feb 04 · 10:01:14 AM (/comments/1629522

/65405106#comment_65405106)

Recommended 0 times

Well, I think you're making up a fiction about
“what police want”. Mostly, what police want
is to have a subdued, obedient society that
never protests anything, and allows right
wingers to organize around
Trumpism/fascism with impunity.

They would certainly love anyone who
opposes direct action, because they love
obedient people who obey. It has never been
disobedience that allows fascism to get a
foothold, but obedience.

... 

(/user/JBL55)

[new]


JBL55 (/user/JBL55) Feb 03 · 11:24:46 AM (/comments/1629522/65395198#comment_65395198)

Recommended 6 times

Thug-a-palooza!

(/user/davidsites)

[new]


davidsites (/user/davidsites) Feb 03 · 11:25:23 AM (/comments/1629522/65395205#comment_65395205)

Recommended 5 times

Terrifying! Do I need an M16 now?
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(/user/greenbird)

[new]


greenbird (/user/greenbird) Feb 03 · 11:30:16 AM (/comments/1629522/65395277#comment_65395277)

Recommended 12 times

i looked. and this happened, too.

UPDATE: CENTCOM now says it mistakenly released
OLD video NOT recovered in #Yemen
(https://twitter.com/hashtag/Yemen?src=hash) raid.
CNN has asked for explanation https://t.co
/YE6lEVsRsY (https://t.co/YE6lEVsRsY)

— Jim Sciutto (@jimsciutto) February 3, 2017
(https://twitter.com/jimsciutto/status
/827589509172822016)

(/user/cls180)

[new]


cls180 (/user/cls180) Feb 03 · 11:46:45 AM (/comments/1629522/65395482#comment_65395482)

Recommended 8 times

I don’t know….more people were killed by toddlers than terrorists last year…. I know an anarchist
when I see one *eyeroll*

(/user/cassandraX)

[new]


cassandraX (/user/cassandraX) Feb 03 · 12:15:18 PM (/comments/1629522/65395817#comment_65395817)

Recommended 17 times

Here’s a couple from Tuesdays with Toomey in Pittsburgh:

(/user/CanyonWren)

[new]


CanyonWren (/user/CanyonWren) Feb 03 · 12:29:29 PM (/comments/1629522/65396024#comment_65396024)

Recommended 8 times

This is a meme within the entire Republican establishment now: I’ve seen numerous Repub
Senators and Reps make this claim recently. 

(/user/JunkYardDogg)

[new]


JunkYardDogg (/user/JunkYardDogg) Feb 03 · 12:40:41 PM (/comments/1629522/65396152#comment_65396152)

And what about this guy,

shit, wait, that looks like me
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Recommended 16 times

(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]


kiss my left behind (/user/kiss my left behind) JunkYardDogg

Feb 03 · 10:49:09 PM (/comments/1629522/65402139#comment_65402139)

Recommended 1 time

Hey, I’m in Ventura County.  Where was that shot taken?



(/user/JunkYardDogg)

[new]


JunkYardDogg (/user/JunkYardDogg) kiss my left behind

Feb 04 · 11:19:22 AM (/comments/1629522/65406019#comment_65406019)

Recommended 1 time

At the Ventura Women’s March a couple of weeks ago at the park

Do you go to the Dem club meeting in your town?

If not, get active the progressives are taking over

We need you



(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]


kiss my left behind (/user/kiss my left JunkYardDogg

Feb 04 · 03:41:18 PM (/comments/1629522/65408584#comment_65408584)

0 Recommend

Yeah, I guess I should get back to more local activism, although
California is so blue now.  I did phone banking to swing states in
October.  Couldn’t make the trips to Nevada.  I have had to devote
pretty much all of my free time to our school-age children for awhile
now.  In 2004, I coordinated voter registration tables that helped turn
Ventura Co. blue for the first time in 30 years.  (Of course, George Bush
had a lot to do with that also.)  Maybe I’ll see you in the Orchid Room!

... 



(/user/JunkYardDogg)

[new]


JunkYardDogg (/user/JunkYardD kiss my left behind

Feb 04 · 06:48:27 PM (/comments/1629522/65410279#comment_65410279)

1 Recommend

Good for you    

If you live in Ventura, that club has gotten a lot of new
members recently  

... 



(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]
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Feb 04 · 07:08:14 PM (/comments/1629522

/65410437#comment_65410437)

0 Recommend

I’m in Camarillo.



(/user/giddy thing)

[new]


giddy thing (/user/giddy thing) JunkYardDogg

Feb 04 · 10:56:17 AM (/comments/1629522/65405720#comment_65405720)

Recommended 1 time

Great sign BTW.



(/user/JunkYardDogg)

[new]


JunkYardDogg (/user/JunkYardDogg) giddy thing

Feb 04 · 11:20:41 AM (/comments/1629522/65406033#comment_65406033)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks

It got a lot of response



(/user/TParrish)

[new]


TParrish (/user/TParrish) Feb 03 · 12:47:16 PM (/comments/1629522/65396257#comment_65396257)

Recommended 16 times

No, Donald, we just really, really don’t like you.  And, since you’ve led a pampered life you wouldn’t
know this, but getting oneself there, feeding oneself while there, and getting oneself home COSTS
MONEY.  So not only were these people not paid, all of them PAID MONEY in some way to protest
against your sorry ass.

(/user/ranger995)

[new]


ranger995 (/user/ranger995) Feb 03 · 12:48:32 PM (/comments/1629522/65396279#comment_65396279)

Recommended 7 times

Oh My God, the horror!

(/user/muschi2)

[new]


muschi2 (/user/muschi2) Feb 03 · 12:55:22 PM (/comments/1629522/65396388#comment_65396388)

Recommended 8 times

I don’t think the orange Fuehrer gets the joke. That’s’t why he is so flushed all the time. I bet, he
dreams of all those thugs, anarchists and murderers, every night. No wonder he only sleeps 4
hours out of 24. It’s really terrible. Is anyone going to help this poor guy to get out of office, so he
can finally get some rest?. Oh, maybe we can send someone, who is dressed like a woman.

(/user/Salish)

[new]


Salish (/user/Salish) muschi2 Feb 03 · 04:37:35 PM (/comments/1629522/65399119#comment_65399119)

Recommended 1 time

Send ‘em in like “A Christmas Carol.”  Ghost of horrors past? Woman wearing a yellow Star
of David.  Of present?  Woman addict from Appalachia about to lose ACA.  Of future? One
of those cute little kids in the pix here.



(/user/donna in evanston)

[new]


donna in evanston (/user/donna in evanston) Feb 03 · 01:00:30 PM (/comments/1629522/65396464#comment_65396464)

Recommended 9 times

Hope my check doesn’t put me in a higher tax bracket.  Wait!  No problem!  I can follow Fearless
Leader’s example and just not pay.  Win-Win! 

(/user/Skibird)

[new]


Skibird (/user/Skibird) donna in evanston

Feb 03 · 01:51:13 PM (/comments/1629522/65397126#comment_65397126)

Recommended 7 times

Exactly — deductions for travel, signage materials, and other expenses will take care of
that.
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(/user/belinda ridgewood)

[new]


belinda ridgewood (/user/belinda ridgewood) donna in evanston

Feb 03 · 07:17:48 PM (/comments/1629522/65400763#comment_65400763)

Recommended 1 time

Just deposit your check in your Swiss account, or else take a corresponding loss at one of
your offshore shell companies. That’s what I always do.



(/user/sockpuppet)

[new]


sockpuppet (/user/sockpuppet) Feb 03 · 01:51:02 PM (/comments/1629522/65397122#comment_65397122)

Recommended 7 times

Thanks for the advance warning about the graphic images.  Very thoughtful of you. 😁

(/user/grumpynerd)

[new]


grumpynerd (/user/grumpynerd) Feb 03 · 02:07:57 PM (/comments/1629522/65397363#comment_65397363)

Recommended 6 times

Anarchists, thugs and paid protesters?

I’ve noticed a pattern in the Trump administration’s lying.  Every administration lies some, of
course, but Trump and his flunkies leap into transparent bullshit whenever they feel threatened.

That’s the reason for “alternative facts”, which are so transparently bullshit they hardly qualify as
lies. They’re comforting delusions.

(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) grumpynerd

Feb 03 · 03:28:48 PM (/comments/1629522/65398381#comment_65398381)

Recommended 3 times

saw CONway sqweeking energetically how she misspoke about the Bowling Green
business, right, sure she did.



(/user/humanunit)

[new]


humanunit (/user/humanunit) Feb 03 · 02:47:34 PM (/comments/1629522/65397919#comment_65397919)

Recommended 3 times

This is what the protestors in Berkeley are trying to stop from being normalized (imho).

Texas high school students make Nazi salute and shout ‘Hail Trump’ in senior class photos
(http://www.rawstory.com/2017/02/texas-high-school-students-make-nazi-salute-and-shout-
hail-trump-in-senior-class-photos/)

The origins and ideology of the Alternative Right (http://www.politicalresearch.org/2017/01/20/ctrl-
alt-delete-report-on-the-alternative-right/#sthash.6PdrlmQQ.dpbs)

please be aware that the last link does go to an antifa site. The report is however a great short read
with lots of info

(/user/humanunit)

[new]


humanunit (/user/humanunit) humanunit

Feb 03 · 02:50:42 PM (/comments/1629522/65397961#comment_65397961)

Recommended 1 time

correction: the article is written from an antifa perspective, however the website is called
“Political Research Associates”



(/user/atheist1a)

[new]


atheist1a (/user/atheist1a) Feb 03 · 03:34:44 PM (/comments/1629522/65398444#comment_65398444)

Recommended 1 time

Donald Trump the new puppet of the religious right will now dismantle the secular protections
against tyranny that are the backbone of our constitution.  He is the greatest traitor ever in
American history.  We should never let him or the world forget it.

(/user/tailwagondog)

[new]


tailwagondog (/user/tailwagondog) Feb 03 · 03:36:40 PM (/comments/1629522/65398469#comment_65398469)

Recommended 2 times

We don’t always play, but when we do, It’s For Keeps

(/user/Mamanyt1953)

[new]


Mamanyt1953 (/user/Mamanyt1953) Feb 03 · 03:49:42 PM (/comments/1629522/65398606#comment_65398606)
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Recommended 4 times

My biggest fear is the very accurate comparisons of Hitler’s and Trump’s methods.  My greatest
hope is photographs like these.  This sort of reaction did NOT happen in Germany.  There is hope
for us yet!

(/user/Andrew S)

[new]


Andrew S (/user/Andrew S) Feb 03 · 04:05:57 PM (/comments/1629522/65398780#comment_65398780)

Recommended 3 times

There are the anarchists in all black with bandanas and such---but they’re pretty easy to pick out,
and the crowds are too darned big for them to mingle and disrupt anything.

The hardcore trump voters will never make the distinction or want to. Even as they make fun of
certain marchers’ outfits or faces or whatever.

But we don’t need to sway the hard core trumpies in 2018 or 2020 if we keep active.

(/user/peregrinus)

[new]


peregrinus (/user/peregrinus) Feb 03 · 04:11:15 PM (/comments/1629522/65398848#comment_65398848)

Recommended 0 times

Cute.  Why don’t you share the videos of those shutting down a talk by Milo Yionnopoulis at UC
Berkeley, the home of the Free Speech Movement.   I think I saw some real thugs in those-  setting
fires, bashing windows, beating the shit out of people,  macing a young woman being interviewed
on camera simply because she had a Trump hat on.   Thuggish enough for you?

(/user/Barbara Morrill)

[new]


Barbara Morrill (/user/Barbara Morrill) peregrinus

Feb 03 · 07:08:41 PM (/comments/1629522/65400675#comment_65400675)

Recommended 6 times

In the past two weeks there have been millions marching to protest the Trump regime.
And two times (inauguration day -— small crowds, sad — and at Berkeley), around a 100
or so people wearing black clothes and with their faces covered broke windows and lit
fires. Odd, isn’t it? 

Now, back to the millions who are appalled. 



(/user/Kimball Cross)

[new]


Kimball Cross (/user/Kimball Cross) Feb 03 · 04:28:03 PM (/comments/1629522/65399019#comment_65399019)

Recommended 1 time

And that’s only the Washington demonstration.

(/user/Matt Z)

[new]


Matt Z (/user/Matt Z) Feb 03 · 04:34:32 PM (/comments/1629522/65399083#comment_65399083)

Recommended 2 times

I love that the toddler in the pink ears in the first photo is holding a PJ Masks plushie.

(/user/Angela Marx)

[new]


Angela Marx (/user/Angela Marx) Feb 03 · 05:29:11 PM (/comments/1629522/65399760#comment_65399760)

Recommended 6 times

I am absolutely stunned by the the massive response to Trump. I’ve been waiting for it since I was a
kid, and each time it seemed the Left would Rise Up and demand some respect from Congress (like
the Right did in 2009) the actions faded away… 

But it doesn’t look like Indivisible and #Resist are fading, to the contrary, Indivisible is growing. The
County group I started around the 2 weeks ago? 252 members earlier today. Some of whom have
already attended one of at least TWO separate events with our (R) US Rep here in our town. Keep it
up, it’s working!

(/user/Cali Scribe)

[new]


Cali Scribe (/user/Cali Scribe) Angela Marx

Feb 03 · 10:25:03 PM (/comments/1629522/65402039#comment_65402039)

Recommended 2 times

It’s definitely working — when the CEOs of Uber and Disney withdraw from Lord
Dampnut’s economic advisory panel, and Nordstrom drops Ivanka’s fashion lines, they’re
responding to the protests as well. Maybe more out of economic self-interest than
actually doing the right thing, but we can quibble about the reasons later. 
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(/user/44BlueLeft)

[new]


44BlueLeft (/user/44BlueLeft) Feb 03 · 06:27:03 PM (/comments/1629522/65400317#comment_65400317)

Recommended 2 times

Suppose this calls for new definitions for the words thugs, paid, and protestors in this "alternative
facts" administration.

(/user/dinazina)

[new]


dinazina (/user/dinazina) Feb 03 · 08:24:48 PM (/comments/1629522/65401307#comment_65401307)

Recommended 4 times

In Seattle.

(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Feb 03 · 09:36:06 PM (/comments/1629522/65401789#comment_65401789)

Recommended 1 time

Great photo diary!!  And one that could be made into a children’s picture book so that more young
minds could be corrupted and future thugs recruited!!  I will make certain that my grandchildren
have access to this story, even if the photos are a bit graphic.

(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Feb 03 · 09:55:19 PM (/comments/1629522/65401894#comment_65401894)

Recommended 4 times

This thug is clearly up to no good

(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Feb 03 · 09:58:30 PM (/comments/1629522/65401914#comment_65401914)
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Recommended 5 times

And this thug knows how to intimidate with just a look.

(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Feb 03 · 10:06:09 PM (/comments/1629522/65401958#comment_65401958)

Recommended 3 times

And this paid protester has a bad attitude
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(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Feb 03 · 10:14:33 PM (/comments/1629522/65401997#comment_65401997)

Recommended 4 times

This dangerous anarchist has fallen asleep on the job.

(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court) RevKatie

Feb 04 · 06:22:55 AM (/comments/1629522/65403302#comment_65403302)

Recommended 1 time

one verbal warning.



(/user/RevKatie)

[new]


RevKatie (/user/RevKatie) Feb 03 · 10:20:39 PM (/comments/1629522/65402022#comment_65402022)

Recommended 5 times

And last but not least.

This anarchist is only pretending to be cute.

(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]


kiss my left behind (/user/kiss my left behind)

Feb 03 · 10:39:40 PM (/comments/1629522/65402106#comment_65402106)

Recommended 2 times

The ones in the ski masks at Berkeley, the ones setting the fires, were paid by Steve Bannon.

(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]


kiss my left behind (/user/kiss my left behind)

Feb 03 · 10:48:40 PM (/comments/1629522/65402137#comment_65402137)

Recommended 4 times

The real thugs at Berkeley WERE paid.  By Steve Bannon.

[new]
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(/user/FinchJ) FinchJ (/user/FinchJ) kiss my left behind

Feb 04 · 01:24:20 AM (/comments/1629522/65402462#comment_65402462)

Recommended 0 times

Proof? If you have proof, bring it forward. A paper trail from the administration directly to
street violence would be helpful.

Empty accusations, OTOH, are the same as what Trump is employing. 



(/user/FinchJ)

[new]


FinchJ (/user/FinchJ) FinchJ

Feb 04 · 01:24:57 AM (/comments/1629522/65402466#comment_65402466)

Recommended 1 time

Ok, maybe not the same, but similar. Seeing this level of CT from the POTUS
makes me miss Bush for a second.



(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]


kiss my left behind (/user/kiss my left behi FinchJ

Feb 04 · 06:07:05 PM (/comments/1629522/65409964#comment_65409964)

0 Recommend

I have no proof.  You're right, and I should apologize.  I should be ashamed of
myself for positing such a slanderous suggestion.  We all know that Steve
Bannon, or James O'Keefe, or any Republican for that matter, would never stoop
to engage in such underhanded and devious subterfuge.  I should be shot for
impugning Steve Bannon's immaculate and unquestionable integrity.  He would
never attempt to carry out or justify such reprehensible actions, and his honesty
and morality are beyond all reproach.  I hereby make a full and complete
retraction of my irresponsible accusation.

But let's keep in touch, okay?

... 



(/user/FinchJ)

[new]


FinchJ (/user/FinchJ) kiss my left behind

Feb 05 · 12:43:04 AM (/comments/1629522/65412357#comment_65412357)

0 Recommend

Are you always like this?





(/user/Proginoskes)

[new]


Proginoskes (/user/Proginoskes) Feb 03 · 11:48:26 PM (/comments/1629522/65402315#comment_65402315)

Recommended 1 time

Every now and then I see a woman wearing a T-shirt that says, “This is what a feminist looks like.” Is
anyone printing up T-shirts saying, “This is what a thug looks like”, etc?

(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court) Proginoskes

Feb 04 · 06:19:45 AM (/comments/1629522/65403278#comment_65403278)

Recommended 1 time

how about, a little tot T that says, “the POTUS thinks this is what a “Thug”, looks like”



(/user/FinchJ)

[new]


FinchJ (/user/FinchJ) Feb 04 · 01:22:48 AM (/comments/1629522/65402459#comment_65402459)

Recommended 0 times

It’s the “George Soros pays for protestors” meme/conspiracy going Presidential.

Alex Jones might as well be POTUS.

(/user/Slamfu)

[new]


Slamfu (/user/Slamfu) Feb 04 · 03:06:57 AM (/comments/1629522/65402569#comment_65402569)

Recommended 2 times

Paid thugs = child labor!   Do liberals have no shame?  :)

(/user/Kristina40)

[new]


Kristina40 (/user/Kristina40) Feb 04 · 04:04:32 AM (/comments/1629522/65402665#comment_65402665)
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Recommended 2 times

@davidfrum (https://twitter.com/davidfrum)
@TheAtlantic (https://twitter.com/TheAtlantic) How
does one become a "professional anarchist"? Asking
for a friend...

— Katanon (@ComradeKristina) February 3, 2017
(https://twitter.com/ComradeKristina/status
/827491545553174528)

That was my question…? It is almost as if they use words that they have no idea the meaning of. :D 

(/user/Withstand)

[new]


Withstand (/user/Withstand) Kristina40

Feb 04 · 09:46:30 AM (/comments/1629522/65404971#comment_65404971)

Recommended 1 time

They do not understand the meaning. I would laugh but that recruiting tool probably
works.



(/user/OleHippieChick)

[new]


OleHippieChick (/user/OleHippieChick) Feb 04 · 04:32:45 AM (/comments/1629522/65402739#comment_65402739)

Recommended 2 times

The black-clad, anarchist wreckers in Berkeley who ruined the peaceful protest were probably paid
for by TrumpCo. He’s merely projecting again.

(/user/Friend of the court)

[new]


Friend of the court (/user/Friend of the court)

Feb 04 · 06:15:46 AM (/comments/1629522/65403253#comment_65403253)

Recommended 2 times

That first baby is nearing the limit of her patience.  Obviously, she means business.  Do not piss off
the babies, seriously. 

(/user/OldTeacher)

[new]


OldTeacher (/user/OldTeacher) Feb 04 · 07:35:08 AM (/comments/1629522/65403847#comment_65403847)

Recommended 2 times

Could some one verify or refute the “info” I’m hearing that the destructive “protesters” at Berkley
were Alt Right people brought in to create destruction?  Since they were dressed alike and behaved
alike and had planned escape routes from the Police it makes me wonder.  Anyone have actual
facts (not alternative facts.)

(/user/Withstand)

[new]


Withstand (/user/Withstand) OldTeacher

Feb 04 · 09:56:21 AM (/comments/1629522/65405059#comment_65405059)

Recommended 0 times

No facts I have heard, surprising that none of these property damaging people have been
detained, identified or investigated, because their behavior is criminal. What an
investigative report that would be if someone was able to factually connect this group to
the trumpian manipulation movement. It is very suspicious. if these people are an
independent group they should be corrected and stop sabotaging free speech for others.



(/user/Peg Lucas)

[new]


Peg Lucas (/user/Peg Lucas) Feb 04 · 07:36:15 AM (/comments/1629522/65403860#comment_65403860)

Recommended 0 times

We must stay UNITED. Don’t stop-Don’t give up-Don’t cave to their fascist, brutal ways! Remember,
there are more of us than of them! This is what DEMOCRACY looks like!

(/user/rssrai)

[new]


rssrai (/user/rssrai) Feb 04 · 09:03:21 AM (/comments/1629522/65404560#comment_65404560)

Recommended 1 time

Trump is the real thug, and the Koch brothers are paying him to be a thug.   So is wallstreet.  All
those who said Hillary was corrupt and loved wallstreet is seeing the real wallstreeter, and his
name is Trump.
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(/user/Alencon)

[new]


Alencon (/user/Alencon) Feb 04 · 09:24:43 AM (/comments/1629522/65404757#comment_65404757)

Recommended 1 time

I learned a long time ago that conservatives have a deep seated need to be afraid.

(/user/TofG)

[new]


TofG (/user/TofG) Feb 04 · 09:29:03 AM (/comments/1629522/65404795#comment_65404795)

Recommended 0 times

Who uses the word “anarchists” any more? Guess GOP does want to go back to before WWI and
bearded Russian anarchists.

(/user/La Dona)

[new]


La Dona (/user/La Dona) Feb 04 · 09:30:20 AM (/comments/1629522/65404807#comment_65404807)

Recommended 1 time

These captions are WINNING.

(/user/Alastriona)

[new]


Alastriona (/user/Alastriona) Feb 04 · 09:35:57 AM (/comments/1629522/65404860#comment_65404860)

Recommended 0 times

I need to add one of the frightening folks I met at a protest.

Thug in training

(/user/LizOnlineInGa)

[new]


LizOnlineInGa (/user/LizOnlineInGa) Feb 04 · 09:39:57 AM (/comments/1629522/65404900#comment_65404900)

Recommended 0 times

At long last I have turned away from the Thug Life. Now, I only want my check from Mr Soros so I
go straight.  

(/user/Withstand)

[new]


Withstand (/user/Withstand) Feb 04 · 09:42:51 AM (/comments/1629522/65404936#comment_65404936)

There is a group of people dressed in black wearing masks that do property damage and have
attacked people, damaged property ie, U C Berkley, Starbucks, Amazon usually at event that
protest republican, trumpian hate assemblies and promotion. I strongly suspect they are
manipulated or paid for by republican/trumpian players to make bad news and give the current
administration excuses to go Marshall law or push through more punitive legislation to limit free
speech.  As pictured above are the people I see who really care to protest peacefully to stand up
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Recommended 0 times

for are rights. The destructive group is not welcome, they put everyone in harms way and seem to
destroy or harm businesses and educational institutions that are more secular and liberal not far
right which is their purported target, big questions???

(/user/cyeko)

[new]


cyeko (/user/cyeko) Feb 04 · 10:12:01 AM (/comments/1629522/65405218#comment_65405218)

Recommended 0 times

Scott Walker did the same...

(/user/randiculous)

[new]


randiculous (/user/randiculous) Feb 04 · 10:13:11 AM (/comments/1629522/65405238#comment_65405238)

Recommended 0 times

I thought trump was referring to the people he hired to “swell the crowd”and cheer when he
announced his candidacy in Trump/Bannon Towers.

(/user/stelleen)

[new]


stelleen (/user/stelleen) Feb 04 · 10:29:05 AM (/comments/1629522/65405396#comment_65405396)

Recommended 0 times

But we had better be careful and learn to take the Donald at his word. I cannot help but wonder if
the small number of violent protesters at the Berkeley protest, who got disproportionate time on
the national news, were not paid protesters or fanatic anarchist volunteers from the ranks of
Donald’s supporters.

Hitler used this same tactic, successfully, with the Brown-Shirts to sway popular opinion against
those protesting him and to support his “law-and-order” agenda used to dismantle the democratic
process in Germany at the time. I do not think the history of this tactic is lost on either Bannon or
our “so-called president.”

When violence breaks out like this at the massively peaceful rallies in the future, it is imperative
that we try to unmask those committing the violence and help the police determine who these
people really are. We are not helping our cause by letting them continue this practice in anonymity.

(/user/WAP)

[new]


WAP (/user/WAP) Feb 04 · 10:56:13 AM (/comments/1629522/65405718#comment_65405718)

Recommended 0 times

This is America the Beautiful, and they all make me proud to be That kind of American.

(/user/Anne Thureson)

[new]


Anne Thureson (/user/Anne Thureson) Feb 04 · 11:05:55 AM (/comments/1629522/65405855#comment_65405855)

Recommended 1 time

I went to the Women’s March.  Where is my paycheck?

(/user/BeninSC)

[new]


BeninSC (/user/BeninSC) Anne Thureson

Feb 04 · 02:48:09 PM (/comments/1629522/65408009#comment_65408009)

0 Recommend

Thanks for this first comment on Daily Kos, Anne Thureson! Right?!

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! We would like to share our site guidelines with you,
explained in the "Rules of the Road. (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2016/08
/15/1560484/-The-new,-updated,-and-improved-Daily-Kos-Rules-of-the-Road)" This
resource also describes our unique community moderation system, established to
encourage spirited but civil conversation.

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at the Knowledge
Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)
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(/user/JanetCMusic)[new]


JanetCMusic (/user/JanetCMusic) Feb 04 · 11:22:22 AM (/comments/1629522/65406048#comment_65406048)

Recommended 0 times

There is a money trail though…  theslot.jezebel.com/… (http://theslot.jezebel.com/someone-
is-paying-strangers-online-to-beg-for-betsy-dev-1791976320)

Oh, no, it doesn’t lead in the right direction, sorry, DT!

(/user/AnonymousReader)

[new]


AnonymousReader (/user/AnonymousReader)

Feb 04 · 11:27:20 AM (/comments/1629522/65406095#comment_65406095)

Recommended 0 times

What a cute little thug that man was holding.  :)

(/user/ultimateliberal)

[new]


ultimateliberal (/user/ultimateliberal) Feb 04 · 11:39:47 AM (/comments/1629522/65406213#comment_65406213)

Recommended 1 time

(/user/annieli)

[new]


annieli (/user/annieli) Feb 04 · 11:55:47 AM (/comments/1629522/65406379#comment_65406379)

Recommended 1 time

buy me some yarn!  where’s my Soros check

(/user/thewombat)

[new]


thewombat (/user/thewombat) Feb 04 · 12:21:21 PM (/comments/1629522/65406674#comment_65406674)

Recommended 1 time

I THINK BILL MCKIBBEN PUT IT BEST ON TWITTER: IF ALL THOSE PROTESTORS WERE PAID, YOU REALLY
WOULD BE A “JOBS” PRESIDENT.
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(/user/WagonMaster1949)
[new]


WagonMaster1949 (/user/WagonMaster1949) Feb 04 · 12:22:37 PM (/comments/1629522/65406684#comment_65406684)

Recommended 0 times

Wait, one of these days shortly someone is going to get into a Twitter feud with the D. and he’ll
have a heart attach / stroke because he gets so wound up his blood pressure goes through the
roof.

I can’t wait.

(/user/dsnottselliott)

[new]


dsnottselliott (/user/dsnottselliott) Feb 04 · 12:25:13 PM (/comments/1629522/65406704#comment_65406704)

0 Recommend

I have to admit I got paid for attending the march in Raleigh — with expressions of thanks and
appreciation from others for showing up & taking part.  With the witnessing of continued mutual
expressions of good will and support throughout the crowd.  With proof in the form of many tens
of thousands in my area that others not only believed as I do, but were willing to show up on a less
than ideal day (weather wise) to lend support to the millions around our country and millions more
around the world who were doing the same.  I got paid a LOT.  Not in dollars, but something much
more lasting.



(/user/belcat)

[new]


belcat (/user/belcat) Feb 04 · 12:33:14 PM (/comments/1629522/65406790#comment_65406790)

0 Recommend

can someone tell me, is there a way to get this puke out of office???



(/user/lindy67)

[new]


lindy67 (/user/lindy67) Feb 04 · 01:02:44 PM (/comments/1629522/65407065#comment_65407065)

0 Recommend

KUDOS.  FINGER SNAPS. HIGH FIVES. Thank you for Real News and Real People!



(/user/Magnum05)

[new]


Magnum05 (/user/Magnum05) Feb 04 · 01:25:50 PM (/comments/1629522/65407303#comment_65407303)

1 Recommend

The One in the black clothes with hoody and masks that start fires and throw rocks work for
Bannon.



(/user/Stuart Shaffer)

[new]


Stuart Shaffer (/user/Stuart Shaffer) Feb 04 · 01:55:57 PM (/comments/1629522/65407601#comment_65407601)

0 Recommend

Terrific.



(/user/egurewitz)

[new]


egurewitz (/user/egurewitz) Feb 04 · 02:51:01 PM (/comments/1629522/65408044#comment_65408044)

0 Recommend

I think the paid protesters where at UC Berkely last week; paid by Trump??  He supports violence if
it “proves” his point.



(/user/Oil the Poil)

[new]


Oil the Poil (/user/Oil the Poil) Feb 04 · 09:54:44 PM (/comments/1629522/65411688#comment_65411688)

0 Recommend

There's Papa Thugg, Mama Thugg, Tommy Thugg, & Mary Thugg, the whole Thugg Family who were
there.



(/user/BillyBob88)

[new]


BillyBob88 (/user/BillyBob88) Feb 05 · 02:45:11 AM (/comments/1629522/65412542#comment_65412542)

0 Recommend

“GOD BLESS AMERICA”…..LAND THAT I LOVE! Shame on the Republican party.



[new]
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(/user/mlbrowne) mlbrowne (/user/mlbrowne) Feb 05 · 08:41:57 AM (/comments/1629522/65414282#comment_65414282)

0 Recommend

I was one of the pink-hatted thugs and anarchists in DC on the 21st. What I think is still very
interesting is how so many media outlets still insist on framing the Women’s March (and the 600+
‘sister marches’ around the rest of the country and the globe) as “tens of thousands,” rather than
what they were — millions. And it sure as hell wasn’t just women out there, either. 

This is a propagandist trick, like gaslighting and misdirection — it’s an attempt to minimize and
trivialize the protests so that people can say they aren’t a big deal. I disagree. They’re a very big
deal. I was on the streets in protest during the Vietnam War, during the Civil Rights movement, and
during the Women’s Rights movement. Here I am, fifty years later, out in the road again, fighting
for basic human dignity, peace, and respect. 

I’m not sure I’ll live long enough to see all the damages repaired, but I intend to fight for these
things until my last breath. Go ahead, call us “thugs” and “anarchists.” However, I prefer you call us
by what we really are: Human beings who have unalienable rights.



(/user/roby2000)

[new]


roby2000 (/user/roby2000) Feb 05 · 08:47:07 AM (/comments/1629522/65414313#comment_65414313)

0 Recommend

OMG, they look so violent. Send in the troops.



(/user/mroso)

[new]


mroso (/user/mroso) Feb 05 · 10:42:51 AM (/comments/1629522/65415319#comment_65415319)

0 Recommend

Hey, It is important to be accurate in this era of fake news.  Donald was not the popular vote loser. 
He was the second place finisher in the plurality sweepstakes. Keep your facts straight!
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